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RAs describe what it's like to be a full-time
student in charge of their peers.

This week's Theatre II flay, "Trust," examines the search for trust in relationships

James Madison University

THE
Students
question
repeatforgives
BY SARAH SHAHMORADIAN

staff writer

Senior Ted Glotfelty had no
idea his lowest grades would be
seen by law schools. He had
read the course catalog, yet
there was no warning that
grades dropped as a result of
repeat-forgive would still be calculated in his grade-point average when applying to all law
schools and some graduate and
medical schools.
"I had a C in a class, and I
could've taken the final exam
with little difficulty," Glotfelty
said. "I chose not to take it
because I thought I could have
taken [the class) repeat-forgive.
Now I find out it's calculated
into the GPA because I'm applying to law school."
According to the JMU course
catalog, "A student may repeat
any course while enrolled at
JMU ... Each student may elect
to repeat up to two courses as a
'repeat forgiveness."*
"Under 'repeat forgiveness," the catalog states, "the
second grade (higher or lower)
for a course taken at JMU will
replace the first grade in calculating the student's cumulative
grade-point average.
Teresa Gonzalez, associate
vice president of academic
affairs, said the repeat-forgive
policy will be better clarified in
next year's catalog. "Although it
(the catalog) does indicate that
all grades will appear on the
transcript, even though they are
not included in the calculation
of the JMU GPA, we decided
that the language may not be as
dear as it might be," she said.
"We will revise that section
of the catalog to restate the fact
that when using a [repeat-forsee GRADES, page 4

Rose named
chair of SACS
commission
JMU President Linwood
Rose was named chair of SACS,
the Commission on Colleges of
the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools.
SACS is a regional accrediting agency for colleges and universities in 11 Southern states.
All public and private institutions that award degrees must
be accredited by such an agency,
according to the April 25. 2002
issue of The Breeze.
"This is a great honor for
me and for James Madison
University," Rose said in a Feb.
4 press release. "A solid
accreditation program is vital
to the academic integrity of
any great college or university.
I am proud of the work that
SACS does."
According to the release,
JMU had its 10-year accreditation approved by SACS in
rAxember 2002. After JMU conducted a self-study, a SACS
review teem gave a report in
April 2002 lusting 22 recommendations and one commendation,
according to The Breeze article.
Last October, Rose testified
before a U.S. House of
Representatives subcommittee
on the importance of accreditation in higher education, according to the Oct. 1, 2002 issue of
The
Breeze.
The
House
Subcommittee on 21st Century
Competitiveness held the hearing on "Assuring Quality and
Accountability
in
Postsecondary
Education:
Assessing
the
Role
of
Accreditation" in which Rose
was one of four people to testify
Working with SACS in the
past. Rose has served as a commissioner, Virginia state chairman, committee chair and
executive council member for
the organization, according to
the release.
— compiled from staff reports
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The Dukes overcame a 12-point secondhalf deficit to beat Old Dominion
University, 74-66 Saturday.

REEZE

VPs defend salary increases
Top administrators with new titles get raises despite budget cuts
BY DAVE NORMAN

staff writer

After receiving sizable pay
raises over the last year, some
administrators defended their
raises and explained their new
duties during a time of budget
crisis, hiring freezes and
tuition hikes.
Adding the word "senior"
in front of his previous title.
Vice President of student affairs
Mark J. Warner's pay went up
$31,600, or 26.7 percent, from
$118,400 last year, to $150,000.
Also adding "senior" in front
of his previous title, Vice
President of administration and

finance Charles W. King Jr. 's pay
rose $25,100, or 18.4 percent.
Last year he made $139,900 and
now earns $165,000.
Taking on the role of
"provost," in addition to being
vice president of academic
affairs, Douglas T Brown's
pay went up $21,000, or 14.1
percent, from $149,000 last
year to $170,000.
The salary figures containing information regarding the
administration were released in
early January 2003, because
JMU formulates the salaries of
all
full-time staff
from
December to Ctecember.

the proposition of not hiring
any additional vice presidents,
as two were retiring, and to
continue to use the current
administration
with
an
increase in job functions.
Barbara P. Castello, former
vice president of university
relations and external programs, and Robert Scott, former
— Linwood Row vice president for institutional
JMU president effectivi
retired before the
2002-'03
year began,
creating
'able amount
nl
moni'v
In
June
2002,
JMU
■to the uniannounced upper manage- versity,
.^■resident
ment reorganization. The Linwood Rase saJ
Board of Visitors met to discute
"Two fif^,,

-66
... responsibilities wen
distributed to the
remaining four vice
presidents.
99-

tions were eliminated, and
their responsibilities were distributed to the remaining four
vice presidents," Rose said.
"Salary dollars available as a
result of the position elimination totaled $232,400."
Rose said he recommended
and the BOV approved an
increase of salary totaling
$77,700 for the three in recognition of the assumption of
new duties. He said, "The
remaining $154,700 was committed to three new faculty
positions — one in nursing for
see RAISES, page 5

Administration Salary Increases

Me

Ptary of increase

MarkWi

$118,400

Charles King, Ji

$139,900

$165,000 ~|~| 18.4%

Doug Brown'

$149,000

$170,000 |~| 14.1%

Linwood Rose

$240,589

$244,422

$150,000

~ 26.7%

1.6%

From left to right Senior Vice President of studei
rk Warner. Senior Vice President for administration
and finance Charles King Jr., Provoat and Vice President for academic affairs Doug Brown, and JMU President Linwood Rose

SARAH STANITO»ri«>*iri editor

Bar Nights shut down
amid controversy
were fully aware of all the ABC
senior writer
regulations that would apply to
"Bar Nights" — the Senior a typical "bar night," Blye said.
Alston's Pub manager Mary
Class Council's weekly social
event at various bars — has Ann Graves said, "We were
been canceled by the participat- contacted by the ABC about cering bars and the Student tain issues, so we canceled."
Some of the regulations
Government Association after
presumed conflicts with univer- emphasized included Chapter
50, sections 80 and 160 of the
sity and state alcohol policy.
According
to
Virginia Virginia Administrative Code,
Alcoholic Beverage Control Blye said. Within the definition
agent Danny Blye, an unidenti- of section 160, it states that a
fied IMU faculty member happy hour cannot take place
informed him of the details of between 9 p.m. and 2 a.m. A
the event. Blye said he then met "happy hour" is denned as a
with management from each of period of time during which
the four participating bars — alcoholic beverages are sold at
Biltmore
Grill.
Highlawn prices less than the normal price
Pavilion, Alston's Pub and established by the retailer
According to this regulation,
Dave's Downtown Tavema.
The purpose of the meeting was it would have been legal to disto make sure that the businesses count items that were not normally on the menu but illegal to
discount items that were.
According to the Feb. 3 issue
of The Breeze, Senior Class
■■resident Brian Austin said participating students would receive
15-ounce glass mugs The bars
do not have prices for beverages
served in these special mugs
"There was no reason that
the event couldn't go on," Blye
said. "They could have done it."
Despite the ability to hold
the event legally, all four businesses decided against it.
Biltmore Grill manager
Jason Boumberg refused to
comment. In the Feb. 3 issue of
The Breeze, Boumberg said his
bar has done similar events in
the past. A manager at
Highlawn Pavilion refused to
comment. Managers at Dave's
Downtown Taverna could not
NATE THARP'arr dimh'i
BY KEVIN MARINAK

Biltmore Grill was slated to
participate In tar Nights.

see BARS, page 5

North Korean politics discussed
Professor sheds light on Korean military, society
BY SHAYLA GIVENS

contributing writer

Attempting to cast light on
North Korea's history, military
and sodety, history professor
Michael Seth was "Explaining
Korea," Thursday afternoon in
the Health and Human
Services building.
"Is the North Korean dictator crazy?" Seth asked rhetorically. "No, [he) is not crazy. A
bit eccentric, but not crazy. A
little ruthless, but not crazy."
From there, Seth proceeded
into some frequently asked
questions and incorporated

-66
Is the North Korean
dictator crazy?
-Michael Seth
history professor

59
them into his presentation,
both orally and through
PowerPoint, providing the
audience with a general historical background of North
Korea and how the country is

being affected by its own current political issues.
Seth discussed the nation's
history. Unified in A.D. 676,
homogeneous Korea is older
than any country in Europe,
Seth said. In 1910, the country
was occupied by the Japanese.
As a result, it was divided
along the 38th parallel. The
United States took control of
South Korea, which later
became known as The Republic
of Korea, while the former
Soviet Union took possession
see KOREA, page 5

Dukes dethrone Monarchs
Sophomors forward Lynn
Uburd, right,
hit two key 3pointers ss the
Dukes upset
Old Dominion
University, 9895 In overtime
Sunday for the
second time In
three years.
The Dukes are
currently on a
10-game home
winning streak
at the
Convocation
Center. See
story page 17.
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Maprs fair

• Sigma I.in I A'lt.i EngMth honor society will be selling
Valanllnft gllim today through Thursday in the Keezell Hall
lobby from 10 am lo 2 p.m.. They will be delivered Friday.
COM are SI lor on-campus deliveries and S2 tor off-campus
deliveru-s Contact Kulh Hariu at hariura tor more information

3

DEX wins award

3

OPINION

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11

A little extra snow slows
campus community

7

North defined by Dixon
or Doughnuts

7

Dans and pats

7

Campus spotlight: You don 1
know me but will you go out
with me and why?

8

Student explains orangubear.
makes aware

8

TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:

• Sign [ingnagH Club will meet at 8 p.m. in Zjnc Showker
room 242. All signing levels are encouraged to come. Contact
Lisa Ha at hahi for more information.

E-mail Kyra of The Breeze at papafikc with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, lb )
Please submit by Friday for a Mond.n issue and luesda) lor
a Thursday issue.

• Pre-Physica] Therapy Society will meet at 8 p.m. in HHS
2210. Alfnew members are welcome to attend E-mail koninw
tor more inform.) ti.>n

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12
• Iht'lMl t nllege Democrats will hold their weekly
meeting It 7 p.m. in Taylor 309. For more information, eniail i mhljd or visit jmuaiu/or^/voungdemocrats.

LEISURE
Comics

9

Crossword and horoscope

FOCUS

POLICE LOG

WEATHER

BY SHARON BI.KAKMn

Head of the hall

police log reporter
Snow
High 38 Low 17
High

U

In other matters can-pus policeJeport
the following

Trudy
arrested ]
possession
6 at 11:54 p.nt

Grand Larceny
A JMU student reportodtte larceny of a
mountain bike Irom Shorts Nail between
Jan 24 at 5 p m and Jan. 2581,1130
Property Damage
A JMU student reportedfe)lrinlUwn 'U
ject smashed the wind
senger side ol a vehicl
irSboUi
nea
\
passenger side tires and
obscenities on the passei

sion of Alcohol
ol Lexington, was
with underage
in Gilford Hall

ChnstapJw 19, of Burke, was
iled and charge I with underage
possession of alfShol m Hillside Hall
Jan. 7 1:04 a. f£J

Low

Tuesday

Partly Cloudy

29

20

Wednesday

Partly Cloudy

34

19

Thursday

Partly Cloudy

34

25

Friday

Mostly Cloudy

46

33

At of tcme or 9 nrhy fafcruay 7.2003

DOW JONES

28.08
close i,22i4l

AMEX

t

4.86
dose 811 83
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Leah McCombe
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James MMaraee
Knsty Nlcosch
Jennifer Vale
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Educational tune comes to
Wilson Hall

15

How to lose'an audience

16

Women's basketball vs. ODU

17

Men's basketball vs. ODU

17

Women's gymnastics is.
William & Mary

17

Men's gymnastics at JMU Open

17

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $3.00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each
additional 10 words: boxed classified $10
per column inch.
Deadlines, noon Friday kx Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue,
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office

Rockingham Medical Center

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Invites you to their Sunday College Ministry activities:

Now Accepting Walk Ins!

New Patients Welcome

13

Chaz Palmentleri brings his 'Tale'
to Grafton-Stovall

close 811 83

ADVERTISING STAFF

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and dtstnbuted
throughout James Madison University and the local Hanteonburg community
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Jearune Gajewski. editor
Mailing,
TneBi
. Breeze
Section phone numbtra
G1 Anthony Seoger Hal
Style xs-3151
MSC 6805
News 1*6699
James Madison University
Hamsonburg Virginia 22807
•M041
Phone: (540l 568-6127
Fan: (540) 56M736 OpmcxvTocus KB-3846
Sports «M709
E-Mail address: the_ breezeQjmu.edu
PhoWGraphics «8-6749
Breeze Net: nftp //www thebreeze ory
BookhMpw
RKajpHonM
BuekMes/Technology
CoonSrarloc
s..,..■> MM
Angie McWhorlef
Donna Dunn

13

8.46 *

close: 1,282.47

Urgent Care
General Medical Care
Lab/EKG
Sutures/Workers Comp

t

S&P500

19 26?

All You Need is Love, Trust
Regan Trio offers up energetic
performance

SPORTS

MARKET WATCH

NumoVdrawPri |public charges since
Auf, 26 8!

11

STYLE

Today

2 between 2 a.m. and 1
1 The detachable face
a full CD case also

Michael E Haggerty, 18 ok
arrested and charged with prJbslrMfcajdf
a lictitious drivers lice' e Fat* I al '.'86
am in D-4 lot at the CorwocationCeSter.

CylQ
Cm
#5
tg

10

College Sunday School 9:45am
Morning Worship 11:00am
College Chorale 4:00pm
College Bible Study 5:00pm
Fellowship Dinner 6:00pm (Free!)

Primary Care
Blood Work-Ups • Pap Smears
Prostate Exams • Mood Disorders
Womens Health • Hypertension
DOT, Sport & School Physicals
Immunizations • Pediatrics

Tianspoftatloa available. fot .ill eventi
Call Barbara llollowcll, Minister ufStuJcni501 South Main Street • 2 Minks north of campus

438-9292 1765 S. High St. ' HarrisonbuTB (On 42 South, behind Hardees)

TOWN
& CAMPUS RECORDS
20 W. Water St., downtown H'Burg

433-SSSO

433-2456 • www.harrikonhurgbaptist.com

Get Ready for Spring Break!
Candie's Spa

433-3322
and

564 - 2770

Free Ataris r.inejle with purchase*

•{nfX
Walts, Offspring, Garbage,
■\\fi> Rob zombie, RHCP and more

Highlights

$40

Full Body
Massage

S3S

Haircut

$10

Only $9.99.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

^HL

433-9966

171 Neff Ave, Harrisonburg

Behind Valley Mall

FREE Soft Drink
with any
Hair Service

Perm. $3$

xhilkuUlaumi
Serving Homemade Italian Since 1985

V.i,: )i~iXu,lj„»imjnn->
in .'f.rf iupcrb st(atioi\
11M, veal mmryf. IIH.I ».II,.V.I ftrvjurird

Special
JMU Rates

15% off Retail
with your
)ACard

10 Tanning Visits tor
$30 and get 6,
more FREE

Konuuuiv S Ittoosbltere
Areas Largest Selection of
In Stock Formal Wear & Accessories

Comer of Uruvari BH-d
and RaMrvo*
(AcroM from Sh a)
Waiting DMcanca I om
SunChaia. Stona Gala, ua rUdga.
Polomac l Chasa «ak«

HAIRSTYLING -TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA a MASSAGE

John Mayer (live), OZZY (iCD Hits), Nick Cave
Now on Sale: 50 Cent, Juliana Theory (J7.99),). Marr.

C

THE LOOK

«*&U&Ks4L
%^, <k, y«4jU

^Casual
Pasta • Subs • Chicken • Pork
• Hamburgers* House Specialties
•Delicious gourmet pizza
• Largest Calzone 4 Stromboli
in Town

1 'I'.i:, lift M.ll. ■ '.■:<■ Wti kti UW >'

nttmtvtwU octtwoftl

Sis £ Mariet Stfeet
(540) 433-0961

1039 Port Republic Rfc
(540)433-1113

Bring your valentine to L 'Ital is for casual or romantic dining

MONDAY, FEB.

"We do have something of
an identity problem."

I. DEX brings home the gold

NEWS
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At state conference, JMU's DEX
chapter wins quiz bowl, awards for
business-oriented competitions.

DYANNA DUNHAM

USC medical school,
development director

see story Mm

see story

Majors fair provides options
BY BRI-.TT MOLLTON

.tmtrwuti*$ writer
The Academic Advising and
Career Development Center
held its seventh annual academic majors fair Thursday
from 1 to 3 p.m in the College
C enter Hallroom.
According to David Chase,
an academic advisor and
career office specialist who
helped organize the majors
fair, a total of 38 majors were
represented at the fair.
These included pre-professional programs such as pro-law, prcmedicine, pre-pharmacy, pre-dental, pa'-optometry, pro-veterinary
and pre-physical therapy, as well
.is mam from JMUV m »■ Inloditciplinary colleges
According to George Johnson,
director of the School ot Media
Arts and Design, who has attended the majors fair for seven years,
"Students generally have an idea
of a major from its title, but thev
may not know exactlv what b in
the major. The Dillon bb pn>
VtdN darification, and also students don't have to walk amund
campus to gather information on
certain majors
Sophomore John Goshorn
said, "Most people probably
already have an idea what their
major is going to be, but the
majors t.nr is | good RMOUICi
for those who want to learn
mon.' about a particular major
or are on the fence in deciding
between majors "
According to freshman Lisa
Dobbins, "I thought the majors
fair was helpful because it had
handouts on what courses one
would need to take to complete
different majors."

MM

JMU alums
provide
Peace Corps
volunteers

Early childhood education professor Steven Falrchlld talks with freshman Tracy Lanier at the majors fair Thursday.

JMU rounded out the top
five highest Peace Corps volunteer-pnxlucing schools in the
United States.
Peace Corps director Caddi
H Vasque/ released a list of the
colleges and universities with
the greatest number of Peace
Corps volunteers currently service overseas in a Feb. 5 press
release from the Peace Corps's
Washington, D.C
regional
recruiting office.
According to the release, JMU
ainrntly has 41 alumni serving in
the Peace Corps, a 5 percent
increase fn»m 2001. It also stated
that 207 alumni have served in 81
umntnes around the world.
"Theiv.Kvc ofpabpfuudotf
the recruitment support it continues to get from some of the
tinest institutions m the country," said Vasque/. "The Peace
( orps i> grateful for the productive working relationship it has
with the staff and students of
each school allowing the agency
to IncmN its nvniiring numbers each year."
TYe release stated 86 percent of
all current volunteers have undergraduate degrees and 12 percent
have graduate degrees or have
studied at the graduate level
The Peace Corps sen-ice is a
twtvyear awnmitment. Volunteers
must be of at least 18 wars old
and a US. citi/en
For more information on the
I'ea.e Corps and becoming a
volunteer, students can contact
Sara Johnston, public affairs specialist in the mid-AtLmtu stales
Peace Corps recruiting office at
(202)
692-1050
or
visit
uwnv.peacecorps.$ov.
—compiled from staff reports

DEX wins team award at state conference
BY KAREN KI LLI

contribuiini; writer
A group trf 23 students ttx>k
top honors in the IX'lta Fpsikm
Chi Mid-Atlantic Conference the
weekend of Jan. 3] and Hob. 1.
According to sophomore
DEX member Ed Brooknver,
this VMr'fl conference was held
at Virginia Commonwealth
University. Brookover said the
VCU, JMU, Old Dominion
University and Virginia Tech
DEX chapters etch sent students as individuals or two-person teams to compete in one or
more of 17 events.
JMU'S DEX chapter vice
president of finance Dan
Holtzman, a senior, said, "The
ttmference enables us to use our

classnxmi knowledge in a roalhte letting " VCU and JMU competed in a quiz bowl at the end of
the conference, which JMU won,
according to Brookover.
DFX is the college division
of DECA Inc., an association ot
marketing students according
hi WWUUkttUNg, Bnx»kover said
the collegiate division was
formed in 1V70, although it wasn't Muted at JMU until four
vears ago He said DEX is a coed business organization, not a
fraternity, open to all majors.
According to Brookover, the
conference event's businessoriented categories covered
marketing,
management,
.thus, merchandising, hospitality and tourism, e-com-

merce, sports and entertainment, Web design and human
resources.
Senior John Alexander, who
competed in the e-commerce
decision-making event, said
the event was a case study in
which contestants had to create
a commercial for a dot-com
company to be played during
the Super Bowl. Each individual or team was given 30 minutes to think of an idea and
then presented it to a judge,
Alexander said.
He said they were judged
on problem./ conclusion and
presentation.
Brookover, along with
partner sophomore Helen
Boter, competed in the sports

and entertainment marketing
category. In their case study,
Brookover said the team's
problem involved finding a
way to increase interest in a
fictional southern hockey
team, Tropical Ice, whose
attendance dropped sharply
their second season.
Out of the 23 students competing from JMU, 16 were
offered the chance to compete
in the International Career
rX'velopment Conference to
be held in Orlando, Ra. April
12 to April 15, Holtzman *iid
He said the quiz bowl concluding the conference is a competition between teams that
place first, second or third in
states for this opportunity-

-

Philosonhv and Reliaion Colloauium Series kicks off
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Todd Stewart, a graduate
student at the University
of Texas at Austin, spoke
on "Moral Disagreement:
The Eplstemological
Problem" Friday afternoon
In Keezell Hall. The event
was the first In a series of
four scheduled speakers
during this semester's
Philosophy and Religion
Colloqula Series. Last
year Stewart completed
his dissertation, entitled
"Skepticism and the End
of Moral Epistemology,"
at the University of
Arizona. At the next
scheduled colloquium,
Steve Hoettzel. an assistant professor of philosophy at JMU, will speak on
"Ob|ect-lndlvlduatlon and
A Priori Synthesis In
Kant's First Critique."
Hoettzel, who specializes
In studies of Kant and
post-Kantian Idealism, will
speak Friday, Feb. 28 at
3:30 p.m. In Keezell G9.
For more Information on
the events, visit
www.jmu.edu/phllrel/colloqula.htm.
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DEX members won many awards at a state conference.

USC sells building
names to raise funds
BY JEFF STF.NSLAND

Knight-Ridder Newspapers
The University of South
Carolina's School of Median, is
for ttal — at least the name is.
And for the right donors
willing to pay top dollar, so arc
the names oi its buddings, medical library and even classrooms.
The "aaV is part of a campaign to raise millions for the
school through offering benefactors the chance to be iiranortali/ed
on the walls of the school's L>im
Veterans \tt.iirs Medical Center
and Medical Park campuses.
"(Growing the school endowment is) the best thing you can
do to eneura the stability and
continuation of the school, other
than planting ivy," said DyAnna
Dunham, the rnsdical school's
development director
U-cturo halls are going lor
$25,000 each; the medical
library for $500,000, a mere
$50,000 for th<- anatomical
museum. And the whole enchilada
the name of the Schixil
of MedJciM IMU
can be had
for $25 million:
Since the school already has a
developed infrastructure, donations won't be spent on bricks
and mortar, said Larry Faulkner.
dean of the School of Medicine.
Instead, money
raised
through the campaign Mill go
into endowments for recruiting
•Op hi nltv members, providing

educational materials and
equipment for students and
scholarships.
The secondary gml is to solve
a nagging problem by setting the
school apart from Charleston's
similarly
named
Medical
I'niversitv of South Carolina.
"We do have sornething of an
identity probkTn," IXinham said.
"There's still a lot of confusion
with MUSC, and this could help"
The School of Medicine
mailed out brochures to supporters outlining the "naming
opportunities," complete with |
price menu for facilities. Donors
am lold they CMI name lacilities
for their friends or family or
"provide I lasting testament to
his IT her generosity."
Universities around the country, including many medical
schools, have adopted similar
strategies to raise' money. There
an any 126 medical scht»ols in
the country, and about one-fifth
.in- already named.
i OH ail of USCi colleges
and schooll, the School of
Medicine is reeling the pnawre
Of state budget Cub It now
receives about one-third of its
total budget from state appnv
pn.itions l.uilkner says the
school needs to get creative if it
wants to continue to improv e
"It's absolutely crucial that
you litt youralhnM up by your
boot-straps." Faulkner said.
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GRADES: Some grad schools read
repeat-forgive grades on transcript
(,K\IH s fj

give|, holh grades will appear
on the transcript. We thought
ih.it fhange would help clarity
The MW language will appear
in the 2M.vm catalog"
Prioi in the change, however itudents ^iill wen- afftrtsd
by the policy Some planning to
attend graduate school said
they were considering using the
option wiiimui knowledflB ol
the clarification.
Sophomore Ajay Thomas
arid TVhen I fiat heard about
[the repeat-forgive option], i
thought it was ,i sweet deal.
Then- an-1 few | lasses which an1
vital for |meilical| school that I
would have liked to (have) done
I little Ix-tter in. *«> I would haw
liked to take some of those clashes over and get m\ grades up.
"I had no clue that met!

schools would calculate the
dropped grade. I ivaj prett)
ihoaced when |I found out|
■iKuit that I feel the university
should make ii wen deei in
their policy tlie extent of the
repeat-torgiw.' heaaJd
According
to
registrar
Sherry Hood," Although its not
stated in the course catalog, etu
dents should do their own
research into graduate schools
because each schixil has a different pokey [RepeaViorgtvenass]

-66I planned out my
academic career based
on an incomplete set
of facts...
-TedGlotfelty

-99

is JMU's policy."
College of Arts & I-etters
"WSQflSSD Dsatl David leffrey
said the repeat-forgive option
was not meant to attect aspiring

"If you don't know about it.
you made that choice, it costs
you. If you blow otf an exam
thinking you're not doing well in
that class and can just do repeatforgive, that's your crHiice how
00 an exam, blow off an operation or a big case, it's the same...
life has consequent is.

graduate achool students
"Notthat mam people considering graduate school are
ever fan a situation to do repeatforgive," he said.

"This was a policy that was
meant to help students, entering
freshmen or people who had a
bad semester, people not used
to the academic rigors of college. It wasn't intended to bs Sfl
avenue of escape tor our best
students," he said.
However, when it did
become an avenue for C.lottelh.
he said |ML did little about the
lack of clarity in the repeat-forgive policy.
"I went into the registrar's
office, and they told me they had
known about it, but they weren't
going to do anything," he said.
"Individual students had complained about it, though, they
said. They attempted to brush it
off another way, saying it was a
problem of the medical schools
and law schools, that it's not
JMU's fault

Provost and Vice PrealrlsrH
0l academic attain- IXwgBrown
attributed this problem to graduate schools.
"I understand where 8 student would be coming from,"
he said, "The student met the
standard and did their work,
and then it's not really counted. And that's not fair But
graduate schools do a lot ol
irrational things
"I think every school has difterent policies. I doubt very
highly that the majority ol graduate schools take the tact that
we have a certain repeat-forgn r
policy V«ry seriously," he said.
According to Glotfelty, "I
planned out my academic
career based on an incomplete
set of facts, and I just want
future students not to go
thmugh the same thing."

NOW
HIRING!
Apply lo be a member of the 2003-04
Breeze editorial
staff.
Submit applications
to the editor in chief
by Friday, Feb. 14
at 5 p.m in the
basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Don't miss your
chance to work for
one of the nation's
best non-daily student newspapers.

Bush administration puts Americans on 'code orange' alert
Bi Ru HARD B. ScHMirr,
JOSH Mnik wii
GKI (. KKIKOKI W

Lt>s Angeles Times
{ iting 'SpecUk intelligence'
that had been corroborated by

multiple sourass, lop admtniatration officials Fridav said the
chances of a terrorist attack
■galnel Amen, .ins here and
abmad had increased substantially and they urged the country to be on heightened alert
The division to upgrade the

nation's alert system to "code
orange," indicating s "high
risk" of a terrorist strike, conn's
as the I IIBtod SlaBBS is \eenng
toward war in Iraq.
But law-enforcement and

Intelligence officials Insisted
that the looming conflict did not
drive 'heir deci-ion. Rather,
they said, it was motivated by s
confluence of tnmbling intelligence received about the alQaeda network in recent wivks

and its continuing desire to
attack U.S citizens.
Attorney
General
John
Ashcroft, who was joined at a
IteWI conference by Homeland
s vi i n ry Secretary Tom Ridge and
FBI Director Robert S. Mueller III,
said recent intelligence reports
indicate an increased likelihood
that an attack will occur "in or
anuind the end of" the annual
Muslim pilgrimage to the holy
Saudi city of Mecca, known as

hajj. The five-day pilgrimage
InvotVas the global travel of tens
of thousands of Muslims, beginning Saturday, and authorities
said they feared some ol-Qaeda
members could try and hide their
movements amid the sheer numbers of traveling Muslims.
Ashcroft, Ridge and Mueller
and other authorities declined
to disclose any specifics about
the method, timing or location
of a possible attack

NEW

One senior counter-terrorism
official said at least one intercepted communication mentioned attacks on \ew >ork and
Washington, "but that is always
the case. It was nothing specific." The official said, "What is
unique about this is that you
have a lot of different (intelligence) from a lot of different
sources, all talking about attacks
in the US. and elsewhere, during the same time frame."

i:xc 11 ANGE

Ashcroft, meanwhile, cited
recent reports suggesting that
al-Qaed,i leaders nave emphasized planning tor attacks on
apartment buildings, hotels and
other "soft or lightly secured
targets.'' He said there appeared
to be renewed interest in carrying out chemical, biological and
radiological attacks, in part
based on recent arrests in
Ixmdun, where the ultra deadly
poison ricin was found.

PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

BEGINNING FALL 2003

&m

www.jmu. edu/international

vf time Course Offier/nps
(HcLde:

EJu.ca.tm

Communication Sciences
/ntefrated 7tchnofo*ies
economics

wh/tfe on a JM(4 ctckantt, wu 00
MM room

anaooarato (9M o^trseas

institution white Pawna tuition at

Oscar-nominated actor.
starred in the folk
The Usual Suspects.
Analyze This.
A Night at the Roxbury.
and A Bronx Tale
After Mr Palmmten's
presentation, we will
be showing A Brr

Most of the universities offer courses In English!

Autrtdk
ckmm

Sweden

CHAZZpalminteri

fttmkm

acting, writing, filmmakin< |

WEDNESDAY. M,/..
tickets on SAIL
NOW
at warren hall box office
«/JAC lin •

™°Pm „
Grafton-Stovall theatre
For Further Info
contact Cheryl Tobler
Assistant Director,
International Programs
toblerca ejmu.edu
568-6273
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RAISES: Responsibilities KOREA: Prof
discusses history
accompany pay increases
RAISKS. from page 1

the 2002- 03 tcadamli year .ind
two .iddition.il in nursing for
the 2003-'04 academic \ o.u

Vlglnta'i aovamor ait JMU's
operating budget (or the arruiining 2002-W academic year 10.4
poixvnt, or approximately $5.5
million, Oct. 15,2002.
Rose said both the pnwruv
tions and salary increases were
decided bafOM atate funding
w.is significantly slashed in the
announcement.
Students faced a tuition raise
mid year for "the first time that
I can n*member," Rose said.
Brown said lx' is in charge ot
all of the colleges at JMU and
oversees the t-cner.il Education
program, the library, all inti-rnaUonal programs inside and oulaida of [MU and th*- Centar fat
Asv-ssmint and Research

' VV .ire doing everything
possible to keep faculty comvtly compensated," Brown said
"But the government hasn't had
an alltvalion for end-ot-vear
salary increases in over two
years." Both Brown and Roae

•-aid ,ill full-time faculty and
stall rmplovedbv theuniversit\
foi the pn \ lout vi'ar received a
bonus of 3.5 percent of their
bate salary in August 2002.
King said he currenih
OVCTMea the budget office
business services, finance
information technology and
resource planning.
King said his.uidition.il ioles
as senior vice president primarily include administering athletics, which includes 2K varsity
(.■.mis. T,7 athletes, M2 full-lime
employees and a budget of over

SlSmOUon.
King said IK* also assumed the
n'spnnsihility oj supervising the
Edith |. Carrier Arboretum and
the development and distribution ol the i.impus phone book
The student affairs Web site,
wiinv.pmiciiufcluaffairs,
lists
VY.nnei s duties as follows:
oversei'ing the dh isions of multicultural awareness and student health, student success,
student life and universitv planning and analvsis
Warner Bad he also took on

Students had varying \ lewi
Cfl .ulministr.itive raises dunng
the budget crisis
Junior C hris P.ilmer s,nd. I
have friends with incredible
grades who can't get into certain
majors because of the budget
cuts. But the vice presidents,
who make good ulafiea
already can pad their wallets
Even if it was decided before we
got our big (budget) cut, that
- Brian Nido just doesn't seem fair to me."
According to junior Brian
junior
Nido, "I think that our hardworking faculty and staff
should be receiving just compensation as the administra
the responsibility of the entire tion is. It is unfortunate that
university planning function they are not, and I hope that
and institutional research.
there is a justifiable reason for
"The offices of university it and not just because there's
planning and analysis collect money left over, as it seems to
analyze and communicate infor- be the case."
mation to support the decisionSenior Drew Morris said, "I
making and planning processes do not think it is fair for the VPs
of JMU," according to its Web site. to get raises, while the rest of the
Rose also received a pay faculty and staff get nothing It's
HIM
Me made $240,5*W last not like the faculty gets a raise
year and now makes $244,422, even' time another faculty
an increase of 1.6 percent.
member is let go."

-6 4
/ think that our hardworking faculty and
staff should be
receiving just
compensation...

—*9

BARS: SGA, class council cancel Bar Nights
BARS, front (hiy> I
be reached tor comment.
I ast year, Senior Week 2U)2,
from April 22 to 26, featured
nightly events at Highlawn,
Biltmore and Buffalo Wild
Wings. "Bring W HI r Senk >r Week
cup for drink specials!" the Web
site, umnv.jmu.aiu/alumni/-Miito'
uvek/nuti-x html, stated. ' I here
will also be 'Class of 2002' shot
glasses given auav courtesy of
the Junior I lass '
Austin said, "I am very
upset that the MUM type ot
event was permitted last veai
and this year is not "
According to Kristen Muncy,
IIWQfltlH director of student
organization services, the event
was called off by the bars
because they learned of possible
ABC violations

The SGA said they canceled
the event atter learning ol "legal
ramifications," according to
sophomore Tom Culligan,
director of SGA communications. The event uuild have
■one against university policy,
t ulligan said
According to item J38-107of
JMU policy defined in the
Student Handbook, there are
nine conditions which must he
met in onier for tin* approval of
an event in whiih alcohol is
Krved One ol the conditions
states that "the focus of the
event is not limited to alcohol
consumption
In the I eh 3 issue of The
Hr»r Y, \ustin said. In no way
are we promoting drinking.
We just want kids to have a
tun time."

According to Muncy, "The
Senior Class Council was
warned against the event back
in September. I assumed it
was over until I saw the ad in
Tlw Breeze."
The cancellation has left 575
engraved glass mugs without a
use. Furthermore, the funding
for these mugs will not be sup
ported by the money set aside
for the senior class.
Ihe .lass council receives its
funding through the SGA, which
is funded through front-end
budgeted student fee money.
Muncy said the council did
not folknv the correct procedure
for ordering the mugs, so they can
not be paid for by front-end funds.
Austin said he was forced to
cover the cost of approximately
$2,500 for the mugs and adver-

Olde Mill Village

tising from his own pocket.
"I made mistakes in the
process of setting up the event,"
Austin said. He said he attributed the mistakes to a "break
down in communication" and a
"lack of training" for the job.
According to the Feb. 3
Breeze, Austin said he paid $A for
each mug and initially was
planning to charge $5 for them,
using the profit to advertise
future "Bar Nights."
Austin said he plans to sell
the mugs on campus. Thev will
be available for S7 at ISAT, Zane
Showker Hall and the commons
beginning this week, he said. I le
said he does not plan to make
any pn>fit from the salts and
will give any profit, aftei the
$2J5O0 for advertising and the
mugs, to the class council.

KOKI \ from page /
of North Korea, current I v
known as The Democratic
People s Republic ot Korea.
. Seth said tin- situation has
always been referred to as a
"great
national
tragedy,"
because the line divided not
Only Korea hut a.touting to
Seth, one out of every four fain
iiu-s was tenanted
Seth has lived and worked
in South Korea. He received
his dOCtOnite in last Asian
history from the Lniversitv
of Hawaii. I ast year, his book
"Education lever: Society,
Politics and the Pursuit of
Schooling in South Korea,'
was published. The Wellness
Passport event was sponsored
by
CISAT
International
According to Seth, there
are about 22 million nti/en-.
Iivmg in the area, which is
roughly the si/e of Virginia
Kim II Jong, or Ihe Dear
Leader," inherited his title
from Kim II Sung, "The (.real
I eader. ' establishing the first
•uccewful hereditary dictatorship of the 20th century
MUM- two formed a highly
centralized
government
"Stalinist Russia was the
model for the Korean state.
Seth explained.
"For Americans, North
Korea is a strange place,"
Stth said It is a societv very
different from our own." It is
a very isolationist country,
according to Seth. There is
only one international airport, which produces two
flights a week. According to
Seth, citizen* are not allowed
to travel, they have no BO an
to outside information and
do not have dials on their
radtOB. There is simply an
on/off switch and a radio
program automatically will
come on al 6 a.m. and turns
off at 8 a.m., which is tintime that even one is expected to go to work. The radio
program resumes at K p.m.,
when residents are returning
home from their |obs.

technical coUeeae in North
Korea, there is only one university
which
educates
approximately 15,000 students, Seth said.
North Korea is also a highly
militarized sttciety, according to
Seth. "Kim II Sung surrounds
himself with military comrades Vlh said
According to Seth, about
1.2 million citizens are
enrolled in military services.
Two yean ol constant bombing during the Korean War led
to the death of 12 to 18 percent
of the North Korean population, or about one million
dviUaM Asa result, everyone
and everything moved underground, Seth said. "It was literally l hunker society." Seth
said they recovered "amazingIv last." However, with weekly air-raid drills and monthly
civil defense drills, "everyday
they are told that the U.S.
imperialists will attack again."
Seth discussed the North
Korean society as having a
cult of personality. "It became
more intense as years went
by," Seth said 'You can never
be outside the sight of Kim II
sung ' According to Seth, one
will find pictures, statues and
portraits virtually everywhere in the country.
Somewhat
resembling
shrines, citi/ens are expected
to bow down before Kim's
portrait at the beginning and
end of each day. Tributes to
"the great leader' are written
in every book, song and
opera. Seth said. About 80
percent of Ihe 100 movies
produced each year contain
plots of Kim II Sung's life and
heroic deeds. "The whole
•odetV is like a religious
cult," Seth said.
Audience reaction was
positive. "I thought it was
interesting,"
freshman
Rudy l.ukow said. "Before,
I never even knew about
half the things [Seth] was
talking about.
Freshman Amanda O'Keefe
agreed. She said, "It definitely
Although there are many
opens your eyes

put your feelings in print—

send a valentine
"It's more laid-back over here...and
you can't beat the price and location."

to

-Current tenant, on why he renewed his lease.
*

*

*

*

a?o »

*

"This is great! This is definitely a
best kept secret."
-Current tenant, on first seeing an apartment at Olde Mill Village
*****

Free ethernet, cable, and
phone service in each room!

$3 for the first lO words
$2 for each additional lO words
Deadlines Tuesday, February I 1 ill :il noon.

Now taking reacrvattons for the 2003-2004 school year.
Office hours: 9am-12noon, 1:30-5 pm Monday through Friday,
10 am-2 pm Saturday
11-ASouthAve.
432-9502
www.oldemillvillage.com

•

Valentine ads will be
published February 13th.

¥

e-mail your ad to tbe_breeze(o jmu.edu or give us a call at 568-6127
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Make your reservation for Valentine's Day NOW!
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Now Open for Dinner
Friday & Saturday
New Hours:
Mon-Thurs 11-5
Fri&Sat 11-9

WHAT A RE( :ORD STORE SHOULD BE!
S*f> up iv Pun f'• WMtlv Emidl

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR WHAT A RECORD
1790-96 E. Market St. STORE SHOULD BE!
Mon-Set. 10-9. Sunday 12-« Listen Before You Buy!
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WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM
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* IATE NIGHT SPECIAl * St^ o^t^tAe Va^uc^cf
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433-7272
Bcttt-r Ingredients.
Better l»i//.i

WE DELIVER

LARGE ONE TOPPING
AND
BREADSTICKS

ytfedtec

FLORIST

ONLY $10.00
16 BREADSTICKS ONLY $5.99 ALL DAY!
1:30 am Mon-Thurs
3:30 am Fri & Sat
>L
12:30 am Sun

433-3352
Toll Free: 888-395-3082

AFTER 8 PM EXPIRES 05/31/03

600 University Blvd.
Harrisonburg

LARGE ONE TOPPING
$8.50 W/ COUPON

(Next to COSTCO)
Clasjic d«l»n with an ARTISTIC flair by JMU alumna Carla VanPelt

CARIBBEAN, CANCUN, JAMAICA, ACAPULCO CARIBBEAN, CANCUN, JAMAICA, ACAPULCO

The sun is out at
Caribbean Tan!
Spring Break Specials
No Waiting

to Tans $40.00
20 Tans $60.00
NO Appointment Needed

Tan till Spring Break $4500

>
ft

i
Super Beds

Q

Stand-up Beds

^

Cyber-Domes

>

Tan till the End of the Semester $100.00
Tan for the rest of 2003 $160.00

5!

6
3

Lost & Found for Jewelry
Left in Our Rooms

Just Walk In

Located in the Food Lion Shopping Center
next to Little Caesar's Pizza

433 - 9989
D

No Waiting Due to the Large Number of Beds

u
JAC card Welcome
x
pq

Caribbean Tan, Inc.

The Largest Tanning Salon at JMU!
Caribbean Tan

$10

Good Feb. 2003 ONLY
NAME
ADDRESS.

"This coupon is only good with
packages $20 and up.

PHONE

$10

$10.

'Only 1 coupon per person

TEN DOLLARS

$10
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It seems to be the mentality of JMU students ... that every millimeter of snow
should correspond directly with the
number of hours they have off school.

OPINION

While geographically Maryland belongs
in the South, culturally I'm more
inclined to put it in the North.
JES OLIVO

senior
tee column, below

tee house editorial, below
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EDITORIAL

A little extra snow slows campus and community
Friday morning, a catastrophic natural event shut
down everything in its wake.
As experts warned us of its
approach Thursday night,
Rockingham County mobilized its force! to combat its
impending m.ivhem, and students acmss the IRI peered
out their windows in expectation. At approximately 3:45
p.m. Thursday the phenomenon descended upon the
Valley, submerging our mads,
sidewalks, lawns and vehicles
in a substance capable of
grinding a fully-operational
city to ,i standstill
three to
tour inches ot snow
For the second time this
school year, JMU administrator! dosed the university due
to
inclement
weather.
Rockingham Count) tchoob
joined JMU in deciding to call
off classes, bringing county
school closings to a lotal ol
seven missed day-- this Ml
son. according to the Feb. 8
issue of the Daily NewsRecord. This count excludes
the hours mlated because of
delayed openings
While many may celebrate

an unexpected holiday enabling
them to sled down Devon Lane
and make pretty snow angels,
we have to marvel at how too
often classes are canceled when
Harrisonburg receives too little
of the white stuff to build even a
decent snowman.
Even when JMU manages
to conduct classes despite the
onslaught of wintry weather,
many students shudder at the
pmspect of leaving their cozy
dorms and apartments to venture out in the snow. It seems to
be the mentality of JMU students — and in fact the mentality of most students south of
the Mason-Dixon Line — that
every millimeter of snow
should correspond directly
with the number of hours they
have off school.
What a bunch of shortsighted wimps we are. Our
timidity to brave the elements
may result in a temporary
reprieve from work, but that
work is bound to be waiting
for us when the snow
inevitably melts. For example,
many students may remember
a fleeting moment of joy in the
mid-'90s when snow and ice

poured down on the MidAtlantic region shutting down
schools and businesses for
over a week. However, the
plug was pulled on their happiness when soon after they
discovered that snow days
would be made up on holidays
and summer break.
A similar situation faces
Rockingham County kids who
now must attend school on
Presidents Day to make up for
Friday's closing, according to
the News-Record. What's worse,
JMU students don't get the
opportunity to attend lost lectures. The pace of material covercd in class will accelerate —
which hampers the quality of
the lectures and time to complete assignments — or material
simply will be omitted. Either
way, students miss out because
of a little snow.
With snow in the forecast
for today and next weekend,
JMU might get another chance
to prove it can overcome a little precipitation. Or perhaps
once again we will fall victim
to the awesome force that
amounts to no more than
three to four inches.

Words, Words, Words

North defined by
Dixon or Doughnuts

Darts

tkirts A Puis iirr submitted anonymously
anii printrii IHI a \/*ur-ti\(iilaNt basis.
SltbmiuioiU are bottd U/HWI one person's
opinion <>t n v'» in vitiation, person or event
iiiul tb> not MPfUvty reflect the truth.

Pats

JesOlivo

E-mail dans and pats to brcc/edpVhoimail.com

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-for-showing-us-that-thereare-sHH-wonderful-guys-at-JMU" pat to
the shirtless guy who carried our keg up
two flights ol stairs in the snow
Sent in by three junior girls who were
struggling to carry it and need to increase tlwir
seta twit rept at tlieir next UREC workout.

A "get-your-facts-straight" dart to the two
girls who told us to come back at 6:30 p.m. to
buy "Of Mice and Men" tickets when they
really went on sale at 6 p.m.
From two girls who went all the way back in
the cold to Theatre II at 6:30 p.m. on the dot,
only lo find that there was only one ticket left
for the 8 p.m. show.

Pat...

Dart...
A "thanks-tor-the-pnvacy" dart to the
designers of the stalls in some of the bathroom around campus.
Senl inln/iiytmlcnt wiio thinks thefbur-foottall walk aren't quite doing the trick, especially
considering yen make eye cwttact with half the
people that toalk in while you are in there.

Pat...

An "1-would-miss-another-bus-any-day"
pat to the polite and cheerful roommates
who not only tried to catch my bus for me,
but then gave me a lift (and a laugh) home.
From the girl who is delighted that her chaotic day ended with a smile and your kindness.

Dart...

A "Happy-Valenline's-Day" pat to
the fattier of my goldfish.
/ row the mother of your "first set of
knl- who full >i> happy to have met you.

A "put-a-burlap-sack-on-you r-own-head"
dart to the writer of last week's demeaning
"insights" on Valentine's Day.
From two girls who guarantee that you will he
making this Valentines Day a "Blockbuster night" all
by yourself.
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In my three and a half
years at JMU, I have often
come across an argument that
never fails to cause people lo
choose sides: Are you from
the North or from the South?
What I also have found is that
there are many ways to define
and distinguish the North
from the South and depending on which definition you
choose, you may end up on
different sides.
I definitively can say that I
am a "true" Northerner I Wfj
born and spent the tirst eight
years ot my life in New Jersey.
and I have resided ever since
in Redding, Conn. — a New
England town dating back to
the Revolutionary War in
which two cars at our only
blinking red light is considered a traffic jam.
There are many different
ways a person can draw the
line between North and
South. The most common
geographical argument is the
Mason-Dixon line, which
runs between Pennsylvania
and Maryland. The line was
made by Charles Mason and
Jeremiah Dixon to distinguish the boundaries of the
two stales. It aKo later served
as a border between free and
slave states. The MasonDixon
line
places
Pennsylvania in the North
and Maryland in the South.
While free versus slave states
has Maryland nibbing elbows
with the Confederates, they officially fought for the Union 0 at)
officially because there were
many Maryland residents who
sided with the South tltthec tvll
War is my Indication of North
and South, then Maryland is siding with the Yanks
Besides the geographical
distinctions between North
and South, then* are also many
cultural distinctions. One that
comes to mind, hut is very
unreliable, is the possession or
absence of an accent The three
most
noticeable
Northern
accents are fn>m the Boston
area ("I'alik the cah in hahvahd
yahd"),
the
New
York
City/Long Island area (Thei

should serve bee-uh in the
dine-uh") and the New Jersey
accent, which I haven't quite
located within the state ("1
wawk, I tawk, I eat chawklate") likewise, a drawl and
the use ot vail" signify the
sounds ot the South. Accents
UQ tricky, though. One of my
best friends is from outside of
Richmond and has no trace of a
twang while my roommate
from Connecticut sleeps in her
"rum" and celebrates her "birfday." My mother, who spent
over 40 years of her life in New
Jersey eats "salat" and thinks
things an> "stupit."
Another cultural indicator
is found in how you order your
pizza. When a Northern calls
up the Itval pizzeria looking
tor a pizza with no toppings,
they ask tor a cheest pizza
when i Southerner calls up the
nearest chain (because it's an
inarguable fact that they don't
know how to make pizza in the
South) they order a plain pizza.
Also, you drink "soda" in the
North* but in the south, it's
sometimes "pop" While in
Connecticut we put "sprinkles" on our ice cream, I've
Often heard the term
"jimmies in Virginia
I hem is one theory that l am
tentative in bringing up due a
developing scandal involving
its origin. Let me summarize it
in five words: Dunkin' Donuts
or Krispie Kreme?
The biggest pniblem is usually in placing Maryland. While
geographically
Maryland
belongs in the South, culturally
I'm more inclined to put it in
the North. Well, I'm not
inclined I'm a Northern Hiob
who doesn't even
think
Penmylvania is really in the
North. While this overly obese
state peseei the Meeon-Dlxan
line and the t1\ il War criteria,
it war were to break out tomorrow, I'd be more than happy to
give up Penmylvania to the
South. I personally think that
any Northerner fn>m JMU harbors a gnat hatred tor the three
hours they spend on Interstate
81 driving through the Amish
Country. If you've never made
the drive up 1-81, here an' Mime
highlights you'll
find in
IVnnsvlvania: the Roadside
Miniatim* Village, the exit that
both sells and pickets pornogsee NORTH, page 8
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freshman, undeclared
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senior, finance

Topic: You don't know me, but will you go out with me and why?
■ Breeze Reader's View

NORTH: Boundaries

Student explains orangubear, makes aware
DeanCamp
Though you may not be
aware, there is a small group
of guys thai work day and
night to keep the college
party scene going full steam.
They arc ,1 select band —
and by "select" I mean they
require a blood alcohol content level greater than their
grade-point average — of
drunk and drooling sloths
Any of them go by the name
Chid or Brett or some combination of both — tor instance.
Brad. They are hairy, knuckle-dragging primates similar
to those Men in movies like
"Planet ol the Apes" and
"Congo," the only exception
being that thoM featured in
"Planet of the Apes" and
"Congo" were much more
proficient in the Fnglish language rhe> are the sweaty
craeebissd ol horny rlieaua
monkeys and foaming black
bears. Many of you know
exactly the type I'm talking
about. For all intents and
purposes I will, from this
point on, refer to them as

orannibeeii
My first encounter with
one of these creatures
occurred shortly after I had
arrived at |MU C)n move-in
day, I was assigned my very
Own orangubear to help move
into my fourth-story dorm
room, the orangubear — 1

think his name was Chad —
weighed 200-plus pounds,
was well over 6 feet standing
erect
and
when
inspired, could squat the
weight of a fully loaded
Volkswagen |etta. When the
day was all over and done. I
had managed an oak chest
and a lot of desk supplies.
He on the other hand, had
managed an O. Charley and
a lot of french tries
From this experience i
was taught the first lesson in
homosapien -orangubear
coexistence: Do not try to
make orangubears do work.
Orangubears do as little
work as possible deapite all
.(Ms. I have witnessed several instances in which an orangubear actually will end up
doing Herculean amounts of
work in order to avoid a task
that requires very little. On
(Hie such instance, an orangubear actually befriended a
rather famished billy goat in
order to avoid future trips to
the trashcan.
I have since learned a couple other rules in coexistence.
Rule No. 2: There is never a
time when females are not
welcome. Breasts in the college party scene are like cigarette cartons in jail. They're
almost currency. You can't
get in anywhere without
them, and most orangubears

— suffer from an obsession
that borders on addiction.
Unlike cigarettes though,
there is no patch to quit, and
believe me, you don't want to
try the gum. Orangubears
will do everything in thenpower to draw as many girls
as possible to their parties,
sometimes constructing giant
high-powered electromagnets and staging phony Kate
Spade sales. This is based on
the strongly-held belief that if
enough females are present,
simply statistically, one will
hook up with an orangubear,
whether by accident or l.od
forbid, intentionally
Finally I present rule No. 3:
If you live in an area of high
orangubear concentration and
intend to keep any of your
yard's foliage alive, you'll
want to begin by buying nvei
al tarps. In other words, there
is no area in the world that is
considered a non-restroom in
the mind of an orangubear.
Unbeknownst to the rest of the
world, orangubears actually
have urinary claims to most of
Eastern Europe that predate
the Magna Carta.
Nowadays, the problem is
mostly domestic. Many arrests
in New Orleans during Mardi
Gras are made for public urination (and I'm not making
that up). This is because the
pants zipper is truly the most

accurate means of telling
whether or not an orangubear
is intoxicated. In fact, the
police at Mardi Gras now
approach suspects with the
maglight pointed directly at
the crotch. Sobriety tests go
something like the following.:
Cop No. I: "Sir, is your fly
afraid of heights?"
Brett: "No?'
Cop No. 2: "Then get in
the car. You're goin' down to
the station."
Brett: "Yeah? Well —"
Cop No. 1: "Sir, throwing
poo won't help your case."
Tragically, many orangubears end up in jail for misdemeanors similar to this. On
a side note, it is my opinion
that anybody arrested for public urination should be sentenced to sulk in a corner of
shame with all those caught
for violating the FBI warning
on a Blockbuster rental.
Some of you might think
I'm being overly critical. I
mean, after all, where would
the carpet cleaning industry
be without orangubears?
The Formula 409 we know
and love might never even
have been invented. Maybe
you're right. Maybe I am
being a little hard on the
orangubears — or maybe
you're just an orangubear.
Dean Camp is a freshmen preSMAD major.

SOUTH, from page 8
raphy, the Mobil gas station
that is also a motel, and
about 20 places where you
can purchase sheepskin.
That's about it.
But anyway, one could argue
that Maryland has some
Northern qualities to it.
The
self-proclaimed
"Northern Virginians" also
offer an interesting problem
in that they barely associate
NOVA as part of Virgini.) I
can see their point: NOVA
more closely resembles the
North then "all y'all" south of
the 'Burg. The problem is that
if we make exceptions for
Northern Virginia then we
have to consider Baltimore
Md. and Philadelphia, IV
and really who's to stop any
major city from claiming
Northern residence?
One of my roommates is
taking a geography class that
recently required her to circle
what she considered to be "The
North." As a true Northerner,
she wisely circled the area containing Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, New York and the five
New England states. Some students considered anything
between Maine and Washington
to be "Northern." To a real

Northerner, all points west of
Ohio are either the Mid\\«M or the West Coast. I
rcillv don't know what Ohio
is. It's just Ohio.
I know 1 haven't represented any state outside of my
North very well. It's just an ethnocentric flaw, and I apologize.
I'm sure there are many superiorities that the South holds
over the North, I'm sure Ohio
has a place in the United States*
and I'm sure Pennsylvania is
really quite nice. That's a lie. I
can't think of anything nice
about Pennsylvania. I deserve
any bad things you say about
me because of this.
Whether you consider yourself North, South, East or West,
the point is th.it no one fits a
mold. There are fast-paced,
rude, in-your-face types in
Richmond and then* are slow,
polite, stop-and-smell-the-roses
types in New York; it's just a
matter of who you talk to.
Everywhere you go you will
find stereotypes and people
who break the stereotypes, you
ju>( have to keep your mind
open, unlike me. Now that I
wrote that, I feel even worse
about Pennsylvania. Sorry.
Jes Otivo is a senior
English major.

I Send a dart.

The Breeze hearts you.

Applications to be an editor at The Breeze are due this Friday, Feb. 14 Valentine's Day.
Submit a cover letter, resume and live clips to the BditOf in Chief in the basement of Anlhony-Sccjjci.

breezedp @ hotmail. com
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steam for free.
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Strength Series - Cybex Classic
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Outdoor Recreation in the Shenandoah Valley
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Kayak Roll Skill Development Clinic
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Partner Massage ....
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...come hear her story
Monday, Feb 10th
7pm
College Center
Grand Ballroom
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Fob. 16; 6:00 - 7:00 pm; Wellness Paaaport,
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Carolyn Cornelison, Ph. D,
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COMICS
Just Like Reality

Patrick Bredland

Get in the

mOOd for

Valentines Day!

Ctfjiy Centers
Main

CISAT

Medical Am
Suite 31

X83263

vVe accept cash, checks, or flex.

HHS Building
Room 1002
X8873I

Lamination, Binding, Digital Output from Disk or E-mail, Color copies only 69<

jr
#

0Ck

is Runn/„&

\

Don't gamble on
your next apartment,
come to Sunchase and
take the house.
* 4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury Apartments
* Phenomenal Pool and Spectacular Sunbathing Area
* Fantastic Fully-Equipped Fitness
and Business Centers
* Superior State-of-the-art Clubhouse
* Conveniently Close To Campus
* Groovy Gaming Area Including Pool and
Fooseball Tables

442.4SO0

www.sunchase.net
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day. 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Feb. 10). Family takes precedence this year. Don't have one of your own yet? No guarantees, hut it looks like a good bet that you'll be happily committed by this time next year. Interview
solid intellectual types who like to play games and love it when you win. (Not always, of course.)

Aries March 21-April 19

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

Today is an 8 - You're more effective at
t receiving information now than you an?
dispersing it. Ask questions and take notes.

,i^a

w

Today is a 10 - In order to solve a problem
close to home, you may have to go far
away. Expand your search for the answer.

Taurus April 20-May 20

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

.^ . Today is a 5 - Now is the time to ask for
kJjA^t that promotion or raise. Or maybe you
^&W could get -I little more out of your retirement fund. Investigate, then instigate a
change for the better.

A.

.J Today is a 5 - Are you thinking about dipping into savings to fix something broken at
home? Does it really need to be a top priority? Pay off an old bill first.

Today is an 8 - Travel and long-distance
Juujk business should go well ti>day and tomor'PJKr row. If you want more of something over
*A\ here, look over there.

. Today is an 8 - You're a pretty good talker,
J*< but you may have met your match. If the
+t^Qp other person Isn't listening, save your opinion. Wait until you're asked.

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 6 - Worries may have you second-guessing recent actions. Don't fret. Do
-the homework. If you've made a mistake,
you can fix it.

Today is a 5 - You should be very produc-fET
five, and there's plenty of work to be done.
.^P^k Make sun- you gel the Instructions right so
**-™ that you don't have to do anything over.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
Leo July 23-Aug. 22
-^ Today is an 8 - There'll be quite a lot of dis.■^■w t ussion, some o( it heated,.«-- <i group
^^^^ endeavor gets going. Proceed, but make
sure that cooler heads prevail.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
t Today is a 6 - If you're well prepared - and
you usually are - the inspection should go
just fine. Even something you were worried about should go flawlessly.

a^L Today is a 9 - You're back in the groove ^P effective, smart, attractive and creative.
•^\ Accept a challenge. You're up for it.

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
Today is a 6 - It seems there's more talk
j^W- than action now, but try not to be dis^■^■J mayed. It's necessary to communicate
^^ carefully in order to prevent confusion
later. Listen.

—Tribune Media Services
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ACROSS
1 Unit of magnetic flux
6 Borodin opera,
"Prince _"
10 Exxon, once
14 Exclaimed in
pleasure
15 Cyrano's feature
16 Defunct
17 Heavy starter?
19 Present
20 Stair element
21 Astonishes
23 Ger. auto
26 Sea eagle
27 Nocturnal
noisemakers
28 Unlikely
30 Trader
32 Pretoria's
nation: abbr.
33 Makes joyous
35 Fragrant
blooms
37 Formal opinions
38 $ dispenser
39 Grassy plain
42 Organic compound
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44 Closed up
45 Mil. address
47 Catch in a
setup
49 Rachel or
Simon
50 Ring official
52 Driving area
54 Coifs
55 Fillings
56 Drastically
reduce
58 Health resorts
59 Mongolian topping?
64 Domesticated
65 Melodramatic
exclamation
66 Flynn of film
67 Liturgical vestments
68 Occupancy fee
69 Dispatches
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Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21
Gemini May 21-June 21
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DOWN
As well
Long period
That girl
Latvian

5 Idolize
6 Wacko
7 Well-behaved
8 Columbus sch.
9 Change walls
10 Rice
Burroughs
11 Course for conquerors?
12 Rescuers
13 Black Sea port
18 Geeks
22 Mental confidence
23 Sired
24 African nation
25 Destructive
entree?
27 Willowy
29 End of cigar?
31 Take in pants,
for example
34 Restaurant
36 Long nail
38 Chip in chips
40 Roman emperor

41 House numbers?
43 Type of general
44 Simple weapon
45 Awn
46 E-mail correspondent?
48 After all this
time
51 Soothes
53 Zigzag turns
56 Lee or Kenton
57 Loser to the
tortoise
60 Pub choice
61 Decorative
vase
62 Atlantic food
fish
63 Golfer Ernie
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RAs share their experiences of assuming responsibility
beyond the classroom while caring for their residence halls
Story by contributing writer Laura Schmitt • Art by staff artist Patrick Bredland
From roaming the halls in the wee hours of the morning to organizing residence hall activities, JMU resident advisers never seem to have a moment's rest.
It's a job where the RAs are always on call and
equipped to handle whatever is thrown their way.
Sophomore Ashley Adams, who is an RA in Maple House
on Creek Row, knows just how this feels. At 4 JO am when
the hall was fast asleep, a knock on the door woke her from
her slumber. "The electricity is out," a freshman told her.
Even though the power outage had struck the whole campus, Adams was responsible for comforting her residents
and securing the situation to the best of her ability.
Phone calls and knocking on the doors persisted
until 9 a.rft., with students asking for information on
what happened or an affirmation that what they
heard about class delays was true "I fell asleep on the
floor, next to the phone so 1 did not have to keep getting up to answer it," Adams said.
Interruptions in the middle of the night are not
common occurrences for RAs. However, RAs are
expected to be accessible to their residents. "The most
important part of my job is to make my residents feel
comfortable here, which 1 do by making the residence
hall fell as homey as possible and making sure I'm
always available to talk," Adams said.
funior Sabra Gilbart, hall director for the Tree Houses,
said, "RAs add a lot to the college experience by helping
to keep students safe, encouraging them to be involved
and making the residence hall a place of learning."
Students said they choose to become RAs for
many reasons. Adams said she wanted to pass on the
positive experience she had living on campus to new
students. "JMU is such an awesome school," she said.
"I wanted to help freshman fully experience it the
first year."
Others were encouraged by past RAs. "I decided
to be an RA because of my RA last year, [senior]
Chris Falcon," sophomore Will Meyers, an RA in
Dogwood House said. "He liked his job and was
always willing to help us out."
RAs can be assigned to either freshmen or upperclassmen residence halls. Though given the same
requirements, the different ages do not always mandate
the same attention. "Upperclassmen already have their
lives set up," sophomore Sylvia Balderson, an RA in
Bell Hall, said. "They don't need as much direction on
campus and community."
After an RA has been hired and informed where
they will be living the next year, beginning the second
I

week of August, RAs report to school early in order to begin
training for their jobs. They review things such as how to
deal with situations like alcohol in a residence hall or disagreements between roommates. "We had a session at the
end called 'Behind Closed Doors' where experienced RAs
acted out situations and we had to deal with them appropriately," Adams said. "You have no idea what to expect, but
afterwards 1 felt very prepared for my job."
First-time RAs also must complete a one-credit course
during their first semester, according to Adams. New RAs
meet from all over campus and discuss problems that have

^46

/ think there needs to be some kind of authorityfigure in the residence halls because you can't
really put a group of 18 to 20-year-old students
together and let them run completely wild.
—TyierCoites
junior

■99come up since their jobs started.
The job of an RA includes a variety of responsibilities. RAs
sit duty a number of times each month depending on the size
of their staff, which can range from four RAs in the Tree
Houses to a staff of 15 in Eagle Hall. Duty goes from 8 p.m
until midnight on weekdays and 8 p.m. until 2 a.m. on weekends. During duty, RAs are expected to be obtainable by residents to rent out equipment such as vacuums or VCRs and
also to instill a sense of safety in residents, which can require
that the RA enforce rules, according to Balderson.
"It can be hard to enforce rules when it means IDOCing a
friend, but I have to remember that's what I'm paid to do,"
Adams said. An IDOC, or incident documentation, is a way
for staff members to alert the Office of Judicial Affairs of concerns of possible rule breaking. The conflict or situation that
was documented in the IDOC is usually settled between the
hall director and residents involved.
Students recognize a need for the residence halls to have
RAs. Junior Tyler Coates said, "I think there needs to be some

kind of authority figure in the residence halls because you
can't really put a group of 18 to 20-year-old students together and let them run completely wild."
RAs also are required to do a minimum of seven programs
each semester focusing on areas such as multi-culturalism and
diversity, faculty involvement, community involvement, academic success, personal growth and community service.
Balderson held a "Free Beer" program. "We had root beer
floats and discussed good and bad experiences with alcohol
and how it affects a person's Life," she said.
Meyers organized a "Souper Bowl" program where he
charged a canned food donation to watch the Super Bowl
on a large screen television and eat snacks. Meyers said the
program benefited the Blue Ridge Area Food Bank and that
over 50 people attended.
As a way of establishing a sense of community in the residence halls, RAs work to create friendships with the residents. Balderson said, "We talk and laugh for hours, we take
random trips to Charlottesville, and 1 have residents who
will spend all of my duty sitting and playing games with
me." Residents at times work to make the relationships
themselves. "One of my girl residents made a brunch better
than D-hall's for the whole house," Adams said.
There are several benefits of being an RA from being paid
$405 a month to 50 RAs getting to register for elasses early
each semester. RAs also recognize more personal benefits.
"I've learned there are a lot of unique people making up the
JMU community and they each have something to offer,"
Meyers said. As RAs, students also have learned skills in leadership, conflict management and respect. "I've learned to get
respect you have to give respect," he said.
Senior Cindy Irish said of her RA, "(Junior) Sarah (Smith)
is always inviting, she makes herself open to all her residents
and is fun to be around. It is great to just go and sit in her room
and just talk to her while she gets stuff done. She is always on
the go, but she makes an effort to take time out for the people
in her hall when they need her."
According to the Office of Residence Life Web site
httpj/web.jmu.eduA&life, the office anticipates needing 171 RAs
in the upcoming academic school year. Students must have a
minimum grade-point average of 2.0. The time commitment
averages about 15 hours per week. Gilbart said, "1 look for
someone who is responsible and enthusiastic, who wants to
work hard and is interested in making a difference on campus."
Because of the positive experiences that most RAs
have, many choose to return for a second year. "1 think
that the biggest reason I'm returning is to share JMU
with my residents and passing the skills I've learned down to
the first-year RAs," Meyers said
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PHILLIPS CENTER BALLROOM
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Does winter hive you down'.' We have just the right remedy for ill that ails you! Come join the
Counseling and Student Development Center in conjunction with the University Health Center and the
University Program Board for Music, Hypnosis, Relaxation Techniques, Stress Management, Dream
Interpretations, Outdoor Adventure Information, Spirituality and Mental Health. Aromatherapy, Exercise
and Emotion. Yoga, Light Therapy, Food, Exhibits, Door Prizes, and Lots of Fun! Come to the fair for
presentations, demonstrations, activities, information food and fun on how to beat the winter blues

—■1 Of rMStMTATK)NS.
•LIGHT THERAPY * SEASONAL AFFECTIVE DISORDER WILL TAKE PLACE THROUGHOUT THE DAY AT THE
COUNSELING AND DEMI OPMENT CENTER TABLE IN THE CENTER OF THE BALLROOM
•YOGA WILI Bfc 011 I HI II l-VI-RY HALE HOUR IN TAYIOR 304

III
♦ GESTALT DREAM INTERPRETATION - Taylor 302
• RELAXATION TECHNIQUES - TAYLOR 303
12*
♦ BLUES MUSIC - BRUCE MATRIAS - PC BALLROOM STAGE
• ASSERTIVENESS - TAYLOR 303
*
•
*
♦

HYPNOTHERAPY - TAYLOR 103
ACTIVITY AND IT'S AFFECT ON MOOO - T»VIO« J«M
ALCOHOL * OTHER DRUGS * STRESS REDUCTION - TAYLOR 30*
AROMATHERAPY - TAYLOR 311

1:3*
2:0*

♦ ACTIVITY AND IT'S AFFECT ON MOOD -TAYLOR 3*4
• SPIRIT!' ALITV AND MOOD - TAYLOR 34)3
•Tl CHI-Tartar 309
* EMOTIONAL WELL-BEING NATURALLY - TAYLOR 311
arc W«

i Faeaosn Ottos

♦ ♦ Two OTIIIKM paaepon Menta iray be earned by Menda* two prcxtiunoni - in for intellectual emotional and
•pinnul Collect • ticket ti ttotndorthepraaentaiion and pretax I ai the paespon uble in the PC ballroom
ACTIVITIES. INFORMATION A DEMONSTRATION.!:
»: Moan Walk, Pat therapy. Stress reducing activities
Retuaae* asacei Reloxotion booth and music, stress bolls, yoga, and tl chi.
Feod A Mood KM; Try foods and mocktai li and leorn how nutrition of facts mood
OrVE-A-WAYS. MUSIC and MORE
SPONSOREO BY; Counseling a Student Development Center. University Health Canter, end University
Progrom Board.

On
Going

Going

Tynce

Theasant (Run Townfiomes
are almost gone
Only 4 homes left!
If you are an individual or a pair looking for a place
to live, come to the Pheasant Run model home on
Thursday, February 13th from 3-5pm to meet
potential roommates. Pizza and
beverages will be served.
Pheasant Run offers the most comfortable
student housing available, at a price that
can't be beat. Starting at $270/month.
Call 801-0660,
e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
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■ Walk, sing, dance like an Egyptian
Theatrcworks/USA. ihe national traveling theatre
group, brought "Mystery of King 1\it" to JMU Friday.
SM
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"This is the best experience with a cast that I
have ever had. We all worked so well together
in such a short amount of time."
STEPHANIE JONES

junior
SMitofy below

[1 m

:

PHOTOS m MORGAN MBHUaaSafcaiajrqaWr
Freshman Evan Morltz and junior Stephanie jonea atar in "Truet," a play that takes an Intimate look at truat In relationships, that will run at Theatre II Feb. 12 through 15 at 8 p.m

'All You Need is Love,' 'Trust'
Theatre II to showcase search for trust in relationships
BY ERIN t.i i
contributing writer

"Trust," a play that
reveals the dynamics of
several contrasting relationships, will open ,\i
Theatre II Wednesday.
Trust, dincted by senior Amy Kurzban and written by Steven Diet/, shows
numerous relationships on
many different levels. The
interactions between the
characters are unique in
each relationship but each
is longing for the same
thing — trust.
The play is about a rock
star named Cody, played by
Irishman Evan Mont/, who
cheats on his (iancc- with a
woman who is a has-been

rock star trying to make it
back in
the business
C ody's fiance, played by
junior Leigh Diverts, also
begins a relationship with
Gretchen, played by junior
Rachelt Contreras,
the
Woman who is making her
wedding dress The relationship! evolve in different ways as each person
searches for trust.
Junior Stephanie (ones
plays Leah, the faded and
faded rock star l.eah is 37
and trying to make ■
comeback. When she and
Cody meet, they have an
instant connection
Kurzban said she was
working in the off-offBroadway theatre district

tc
It lakes a closer look at
relationships and the
dynamics between them,
on superficial and more
intimate levels.
—Amy Kurzban
u'nuH

■*?■
this past summer .ind that
her boss gave her scripts to
read and she was immediately drawn to "Trust."
Kurzban said she was
drawn to Diet/.'s language

that was able to capture Ihe
characters' feelings in small
Interactions, She sleo said
she liked that the play
Involves the audience in a
number of the monologues.
"I found this script the
most fascinating," Kurzban
said. It take^ a closer look at
relationships and the dynamics between them, on superficial and more intimate levels
It examines human relationships in depth."
Kurzban uses a minimal
let in which each piece of furniture indicates a new location. "This set makes the play
more about the characters
and their emotions rather
than an elaborate set," she
said. The setting of the play is

a rock show, with a simple
black stage and bright lights.
Junior Damon Kfometis
plays Roy, a dorky deejay
whet falls Mi love with a girl
named Holly, who never
actually appears in the play.
His character evolves as he
tries to find his romanticniche despite his misunderstanding
ol
women.
Krometis tries to relate to his
character personally.
"Roy is quite possibly Ihe
biggest loser when it comes
to women and I felt like that
in high school too. Women
just didn't make sense to
me," Krometis said.
Jones said that she immediately clicked with the character and how she should be

portrayed. She said that the
play eventually shows that
people cannot trust one
another even though trust is
what they arc all searching
for Jones has enjoyed working on the plav greatly.
■ I his is the best experience
with a cast that I have evet
had,
the Mid. "We all
worked so well together in
such a short amount of time.
It is a great cast I here is so
much energy and dedication."
trust
will
run at
Theatre II I eb 12 through 15
at 8 p.m. There is ,,lso a show
at midnight Feb. 14. Tickets
go on sale Feb. 9 from 4 to 7
p.m. and also can be purchased two hours prior on
the day of the performance.

REVIEW

Regan Trio offers up energetic performance
'Sheryl Crow meets John Mayer'pop-rock garners warm response with atypical sound
BY SHAYLA GIVF.NS

contributing writer
Influenced by the musical stylings
ot Peter Gabriel, Sting and The
Bsettsa, Ihe Richmond-basi-d band
Regan Trio has been making ijutte a
name for itself locally. Regan Trio performed Thursday night at thel OuSSJE
Center as part of the Unlvenw)
IVogram Board's "Fvery Thursday
Late-Night Music."
"Our music is like melodic popn>ck that you like to listen to in vour
living mom while eating httuccM
alfnilo," said Regan Nunneley, lead
vitcalist and mntiarist ' 'm kind of
like Sheryl Cn»w meets John Mayer;
it s definitely pop music."
With strong, passionate vocals and
earnest,
original
songwriting,
Nunneley has performed as a solo
artist for about seven years, plavin>;
music with varied versions of backup bands. Her current lineup,
although CaDed the Regan "Trio,'
should really be celled the Regan
Quartet. The band consists of guitarist
Andrew Winn, who has played with
Nunneley as a duo for several vears,
bassist Curtis Fye and drummer
Robby Sinclair. Hoth Fye and Sinclair
are recent graduates of Virginia
C ommonwealth University with
bachelor of arts degress in |aSE music.
With Nunneley'ssoulful voice and
the bands melodit grooves, it is
appan-nt why Regan Trio won over

meny tans in attendance Thursday
night. "I don't think I have the typical
female solo artist sound," Nunneley
said. Winn has been trained well on
his instrument, something that
Nunneley believes is not common in
pop-txvk music.
The camaraderie of the musicians was evident as the band
shared smiles and an easy-going
interaction during each song. The
■parse audience ol about 20 students responded warmly, if not
enthusiastically, to Regan Trio.
"I thought tltev urre good. It was
a \ei\ energetic show," hvshman
Jennifer smith said.
With songs SUGh as Shim I >n.
"Molly" and "Perfect World,"
Regan Ho MM^ songs ot finding
strength, evaluating love ,MU\ dis
covering life. The lyrics are simple,
set hearttelt and emotional.
Nunnele\ has done several solo
BCOUStk shows m and around
Harnsonburg, namely at C'alhoun's,
Wilson Hall MAI iv* k and Taylor
Down Under. TDU "had this real
chill atmosphere; I loved playing
there," Nunnelev Bald.
Regan Trio has released two
albums — Coming or Going? (2002)
Sfkd First Breath C0UI)
In terms ot plans tor the future,
Regan Trio hopes to have a couple
more albums released, make a decent
In mg and support friends and family.

BITHANKH WILGOCKUDMrAietej )Hl*Hne*JJ
Regan Trio frontwoman, Regan Nunneley. described the band's sound as -deftnttety pop music," performed at the
College Center Thursday night as part of the University Program Board's, "Every Thursday Ute4Slght Music."
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Conference Assistant

Itie Founteion forfte Defense of Democracies

...A Real Experience

Undergraduate Fellowship Program

The Foundation for the Defense of Democracies is seeking
qualified undergraduate applicants to participate in a year ■ long
fellowship program, Defending Democracy, Defeating Terrorism".
The fellowship program will commence in early August 2003 with a
intensive two week course in terrorism studies at Tel Aviv University in
Israel. Using Israel as a case study, Fellows will team about the
threat terrorism poses to democratic societies around the world.
Fellows will interact with academics, diplomats and military officials
from India, Israel, Jordan, Turkey, and the United States.

Do YOU Have What It Takes?
Qualifications...
Excellent Customer Service
Multi-Tasking and Time Management Skills
Team Oriented

j Expectations...
Available to Work May 12* - Aug. 15,2003

FDD Fellows will be provided with all room, board, and travel
expenses.

Attend April Training Sessions
Work in a Fast Paced, Office Environment
Serve as Primary Contact to Camps and Conferences
Be Abie to Work Nights, Weekends, and Overnight Shifts

FDD is a non-profit and non-partisan think tank that promotes
informed debate about policies and positions that will most effectively
abolish international terrorism.

M Results...

Great Salary: SSWO!!!
Oreat Friends!!'
Great Experience!!!

Info Sessions: 2/12@ 3pm, 2/13@ 5pm
In Taylor 405

Interested students should visit our website
www.defenddemocracy.org and complete the on-line application.

cnts

Applications are Available in E&C Office. Taylor 233
Must be Returned by 5pm Friday, February 21Please Contact Joyce Lee, 568-2328 or lecja@jmu.edu

lferences

Please send questions to fellows@defenddemocracy.org

mW5«w

at ~^W
Dining Services!

\jk f Come to WE FESTIVAL for
a great hot meal in these cold
winter months!
\ Introducing The Crazy Taco!

Featuring Mot Soups daily!
| Check www.jmu.edu/dining

\ Come see what the excitement /
'^.
is all about!

to see which ones!
IONE

Lakeside Express

^■wJoin Madison Grill
^F for Valentine's Day

got a facelfft! You can
now get Stuffed Pretzels

* Special Menu
^Make Reservations Today!

and hot Java City coffee!

Ructica bread is now

/

USEC

available for all sandwiches...

SMOOTH! BAl

Create your own Savory Split!

DOOR 4

SUBS

While you're

\

Doesn't a hot
Chicken
Biscuit sound
great for
breakfast?

getting toned u|>
for 2f>rfng Break,
have a healthy,
refreshing
Caribbean Craze!

Jav
City

(TDU, festival, Market One)
Warm up with a Caramel Macchiato!

l\ln need to go off campus, we have it all here!
Remember, Dining Dollars don't carry over after
Spring Semester, so use them or lose them!

-<N
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Chazz Palminteri brings his 'Tale' to Grafton-Stovall
BY TRICIA FRENVILLE

staff writer
He's been in well-known
movies such as "A Bronx
Tale." "The Usual SuSMCtl"
and "Analyze This," and
now Bronx, NY native ( ha//
Palminteri is coming to
Grafton-Stovall
Theatre
Wednesday to give )MU the
scoop on "Acting, Writing,
Filmmaking and Beyond."
In the University Program
Board
sponsored
event,
Palminteri will share his
experiences in the filmmaking
process, according to senior
Anthony Marchegiano, UPB
director of cinematic events.
UPB considered Palminteri
as a guest speaker after
Marchegiano started talks

with Palminteri'i agent, who
suggi-sU-d the event, according to MudNgftano. The UPB
members "thought it would
In' .in insightful speech, something unique to JMU, which
has not seen a Hollywood star
here for a few years."
Marchegiano said he hopes
th.it Palnnnleri will "shed
light on what it takes to make
it in Hollywood and will be
there to field questions fan
inquisitive MwuVnK "
There will be a question
and answer part of the program, when students can ask
him questions on his experiences
in
Hollywood,

Marchegiano said.
UPB expects a large
turnout fbf this event. "I

think that people will realize
that for only $3 you can hear
someone involved in the
filmmaking process recall
their problems and successes," Marchegiano said.
Palminteri was a prime
choice for JMU because "the
availability of many actors is
s,.iue," Marchegiano said.
"So when looking at the people out there, we thought he
would be an engaging
speaker ... "
Palminteri's appeal to a
college audience is that he has
played roles in films that have
been popular among college
students, Marchegiano said.
Speeches like Palminteri's
"help the learning process at
JMU," Marchegiano said.

-6 6
...an insightful speech,
something unique to
JMU which has not
seen a Hollywood star
here in a few years.
—Anthony Marchegiano
UPB director of cintmalic eicnls

99"There are many students on
this campus who at some
point in their life thought
about making a movie, or at
least wanting to be a

Hollywood star."'
Junior Karah Glascock
said, "I think it (the speech)
would be inspiring for the
people wanting to £" into the
MUM fitld that might be
•tniggUflg tru-rilM lv» s
r.ilnunteri started his
t.m'rr in tin' IhiMtre and then
began making gueM appeal
■noi in UK>\ ision, according
to umniihollywoMixont.
His career in film finally
took off after he starred in
Robert De Niro's version of
Palminteri's own play. "A
Branx Tale."
Palminteri also earned an
Oscar nomination for his
depiction of a "pixiu >;.in>;
ster" in Woody Allen's
"Bullets Over Broadway."

Palminteri also has written such theatre screenplays
as "A Bronx Tale" and
"Faithful." He's dabbled in
directing, having done some
work on "Oz," the hit HBO
series about prison life.
according to (CMie.imdfr.com.
Currently. Palminteri is
-luring off-Broadway in
I hi' Ki'sistible Rise of
Arturo Ui" with Al Pacino,
according to www.inulb.com.
The event starts at 7 p.m.
Feb. 12 in Grafton-Stovall
Theatre Ilckttl are on sale
now at the Warren Box Office
and are J3 with a )AC card
and $5 for regular admission
For more information, check
out the UPB Web site at
hllp://upb.jmu.edu.

RKVIEW

Educational tune comes to Wilson Hall
Theatreworks/USA perfoms 'Mystery of King Tut' Friday night
AsuLbY MCCLBLLAND
staff writer
Wilson Hall was transformed into .i historical pl.n
ground for elementary seruxilaged children Friday night as
theatreworks/USA came to
JMU to present a musical
called "The Mystery of King
Tut," one of the Masterpiece
Season's family shows
This musical tells some of
the history behind King Tut,
the
youngest
Fgyptian
pharoah and one of a few
pharoahs whose tomb was
left unharmed by graverobbers. The main theme behind
"King Tut" is about two men
who made an impact on history. These two men. Howard
Carter, played by Nick
Gabriel, the man who discovered King Tut's tomb, and
King Tut, played by Arthur
IX'los Santos, became famous
because of each other
The musical opens with
Carter coming back to Egypt
with newly supplied funds
from his backer, Uird Camavon
(lX)ug Kreeger). Carter almost
always is present on Itagfl
His and Tut's stones are
told through each other, as
BY

Although this music
was aimed at children,
one could be amused by
it after getting used to
the constant singing.
the show goes back and forth
in time from the 1920s to
ancient Egypt.
Orter's story is told as he
tries to keep tarnavon fn>m
stopping his study of Tut's
tomb, and Tut s storv is told as
he tries to esc.ipe trom his
uncle (Fric Sosa) and his general (Charles W(H>dson Parker)
who are trying to murder him,
In the end. the audience dis| one Of the interpretations ot how Tut was killed
and sees tarter pack up and
head home.
Although this musical
t\.is aimed at children, one
could be amused by it after
getting used to the constant
singing. The entire plot was

based on the lyrics and
music, and unlike some
musicals, there was little dialog. All of the actors had
impressive
voices.
The
scenery, although sparse,
was used effectively. The
basis for the scenes were
wooden crates that opened
into different props and
could be used to represent
ditterent things in each
scene, from Carter's 1920
archaeological dig to Tut's
Egyptian palace.
The cast knew how to
play to its young audience.
After the show they were
available to the children to
talk and sign autographs.
The cast spent one night here
and traveled on to Roanoke
and previously had been performing in Frederick, Md.
HuMterworks/USA
and
JMU have been working together for about five years to bring
quality productions to the community, according to Jerry
Weaver, executive assistant to
the dean of the college of arts
and letters. Theatreworks/USA
also puts on shows for children
all over the United States.
Theatreworks/USA is

based in New York City and
is the nation's largest professional non-profit traveling
theatre for young audiences,
according to its Web site,
www.theatreworksusa.org.
The
site
says,
Theatreworks/USA strives to
"develop audiences of the
future as it gives children
their first taste of the live
performing arts ...
Monika Francisco, who
played King Tut's wife, Anke,
said, "The most rewarding
part of our job is interacting
with the kids and being able
to hear them laugh throughout the show "
Santos said, "Being able to
change the day of a child by
helping them to understand and
appreciate theater is our job."
Reid Miner, a third grader at
Peek View Elemenlarv. Hid I
liked the boil (on Lord
Camavon's face). It was funny."
Susan Wheeler, another
audience member, said, "We
have tickets to all the children's plays and several others. They have very high
quality productions. The cast
was marvelous and they did
a good job with the sets."
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CINEMA SCOOP
'How to lose' an audience ...
Hudson, McConaughey show longest 10 days in over-played comedy
BY CHI K\ I LOCK
iattributing nriter
Girl trios to push gu\ awa}
for .i itory in i magazine •rede, guy tries to m.ikr girl fall
in love with him in sain a big
ui\ erasing |ob
Its the pi i
fed pifi tor director Don.iia1
Petrie ■ i Mystk Pizza') new
romantic comedy, "How to
I oee .i Guy in 10 Days." The
movie i- baaed looaley on the
humorous book 'How lo Lost;
■ Guy m Id DayK The
Universal Don'ta oi Dating,"
written by Michelr Alexander
and Jeannie I ong
When "how to" girl Andie
Anderson (Kate Hudson.
"Almost
Famous")
erf
Coiltpoiun
mag.i/ine
is
inspired
by her
friend
Michelh i (Kathryn Hahni less
than petfecl love Ufa to write
.in erode on what women do
wrong in relationships, the
..L'ne is let for KX1 minute- ol
pure Sgony as Andie goes
through all of the motions that
make women lose men as
in h tor her storv
Anderson has some obstaClei to OVefOOttM - - sh<' stH»n
meets ben H.irrv (\lattluu

"How TO LOSE A GUY IN
TEN DAYS"
STARRING:
KATE HUDSON AND
MATTHEW MCCONAUGHEY
RATED: PG-13
RUNNING TIME:
100 MINUTES

McConaughev.
Reign of
Fire"), a flirtatious advertising
executive who KlSl has been
handed the bet of hb career
gel .i women to Kill In love
with him in 11) dayi to win
COfttfOl of the biggest aOCOIinl
ih.it hi> company ha*.
'How to I os,' a Guy in It)
Dave" is sure to lose the
audience within the tirM 10
minutes Hudson is charming in her role, bringing
wh.it small COmed) is p<i-.si
blc in Ihi' movie to the
s»rvrn I he majority ot her
.mtics ivere amusing, though
unbelievable \uc onaughey,
however, would be wise to
stick with his more serious
roles, like his part in "A time

to Kill." Hasn't he already
tried the whole romantic
comedy thing with "The
Wedding Planner?"
Anderson
continuously
revisits the "don'ti" that every
girl has been taught about dating, such as leaving a tube of
Vagasil on the man's bathroom counter and interrupting his boys' night of poker.
The only thing that's funny
about this movie is the way
Hudson manages to come off
as a crazy woman who has
tendencies to speak in baby
H and let her dog pee on
things that don't belong to her,
all when she supposedly graduated from Columbia with a
masters in journalism.
Petlie had some winners
with his past movies, including "Crumpy Old Men'' and
Miss Congeniality/' but this
movie is not tine of (hem. The
scenes were tvpical, and the
plot was somewhat played
out What kept the movie
from being a complete bomb
was the team of Tony (Adam
Goldberg,
"A
Beautiful
Mind") and Thaver (Thomas
I ennon, 'A Guv Thing").

Harry s two friends who help
him along his mission to
make Anderson fall in love
with him. The chemistry
between McConaughey and
Hudson didn't spark, and
when the faces of Anderson
and Harry appear in hearts on
the overhead tele\ ision at the
Knicks game on their first
d.ite. tin- audience knows it's
all downhill from there.
Apart from some mildly
entertaining
scenes when
Hudson makes a tool ot herself
in all the ways that self-respecting women know not to, the
movte was a dud. If you're
going to see this one, you
should bring along the wine,
becauae H has enough cheese.
£•
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Reality becoming just
your average 'Joe'?
B\

VLKNL GAY

Newsday
The debate over reality TV—
or
"alternative
TV"
or
"unscripted TV" or whatever
you choose to call this phenomenon — is a debate open to one
and all. You have an opinion? It
is, doubtless, a perfectly fine
and sound opinion.
But on one question the
debate is over, so don't bother. Is
reality TV here to stay ... or gone
tomorrow? Final answer — Here
to stay. Reality has muscled its
way onto the prime-time schedule, permanently taking its place
with such other king-established
genres as sitcoms or police dramas. There is, of course, no exact
science in determining when a
fad morphs into a full-fledged
genre, but it certainly feels as if
we're at that point now with reality. Look no further than ")oc
Millionaire" and "American
Idol," which have reversed a faltering Fox's fortunes, while "The
Bachelor"
and
"The
Bachelorette" have likewise
perked up ABC's ratings.
It's all very simple, really.
Hits beget more hits, and
before long, all of TV
changes and we forget that it
was ever any different.
TV economics have played a
key role, too. Scripted programs
in' expensive — $2 million per
hour for a bargain-basement
dnma — and reality shows are
marginally cheaper So if you're
a network chief who's just paid
$7 million per episode for "The
West Wing," you are now forced
to cut costs elsewhere.
Skeptics will correctly point
out that this has led to miscalculations — boom and bust cycles
that are fueled by bad shows,
too many of them. A year ago,
the reality bust seemed to have
arrived, with the likes of "Boot
Camp," "Chains of Love" and
"Making the Band 2." But whatever else you might think of TV
executives, they are not dummies — not all of them anyway.
They learn from their mistakes,
and they have learned about the
pitfalls of reality shows and
how to avoid them.
Ben Silverman, head of USA
Entertainment-owned Reveille
and one of reality's heavy hitters

(he bnmght "Survivor" to CBS)
explains, "Women watch (reality) TV differently from men.
Men like close-ended (shows),
and women like getting invested in characters."
For this reason, Silverman
is launching two shows for
NBC - "The Restaurant," about
a real SoHo restaurant and
those who work there, with
female appeal, and "The Fast
and Furious," about real drag
racing, with guy appeal.
Most important, reality's big
viewers, Silverman adds, are
"very young." They have a radically different TV frame of reference than older viewers weaned
on scripted dramas and sitcoms.
"When you look at what's
happened, you have to point to
the viewing patterns of kids,
who grew up on VH1 and many
of those channels that only had
reality-type
programming
because it was less expensive
and it was a way to distinguish
themselves from broadcasters,"
Gaspin says. To these viewers,
he adds, reality TV is hardly
novel at all, and even refreshing
when compared to often predictable sitcoms and dramas.
But these viewers also and
to have criminally short attention spans. They want something new, and they want it
now. For reality TV, this means
an accelerated "bum rate" —
the old Internet buzz phrase that
once referred to how quickly a
dot-com company used up its
venture capital
"Like everything else, the
really good shows — whether
reality' or scripted — have a lot
more staying power and a much
slower bum rate," says David
Grant, president of Fox
Television Studios.
Hut reality programmers, he
adds, "keep putting spins on
|the shows| tit make them fresh,
and the audience is saying, I get
it. I'm not burning out on this
"The level of innovation to
keep people interested ... will
be big," says Michael Jackson,
chairman
of
Universal
Television (iroup, who built
his career in British television,
where reality is even bigger
than here. "But reality TV
ain't going away."
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i Coming Thursday...

"1 think the crowd made a difference in this particular game. The
atmosphere was terrific."

The 2003 Breeze baseball/
softball supplement, including
team previews and features.

SHERMAN DILLARD

men's basketball coach

WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS

Tribe edges JMU in lone home meet
Six Dukes grab first place finishes as seniors honored in final home competition
BY DKKW WILSON

sports editor
Despite placing first in tour
of five events, the women's
gymnastics team narrowly fell
to the College of William &
Mary, 192.65-192.05 in Godwin
Hall Friday night. The meet,
JMU's only home meet of the
season, also marked the final
home competition for the
team's four seniors
"We had an excellent meet."
senior Janellc DiOrio said. "We
did exactly what we wanted to
do and what we expected to do.
There's nothing that we can be

disappointed in because we did
absolutely everything that we
should have."
Coach Roger Burke was also
happy with i
the way the
I rid.iy
team perW&M
formed.
"I was I
192.65
real proud
|MU
of the way
l')2.()S
they performed'
today," Burke said. "They were
focused as a team and it was
great to have a good show in
front of the crowd."

JMU's most impressive
showing of the night came on
the balance beam, where
three Dukes tied for first
place. DiOrio and juniors Kati
Elder and Erin Fitzgerald all
scored a 9.825.
"All in all, 1 think our beam
is really gelling and coming
together/' Burke said. "The girls
are working together and feeding off each other with their
energy You're starting to see it
in the meet situations."
The Dukes also took the top
three spots in the floor exercise,
their final event of the night.

L^Lr

'

Kati Elder edged out teammate
and sister, senior Carri Elder,
for first place with a 9.850.
Carri Elder took second place
with a 9.825 and Fitzgerald
took third with a 9.800.
JMU also took the top position on the parallel bars.
Freshman Lauren Caravello
scored a 9.675, placing her in a
tie for first with W&M's
Allison Shonerd. Junior Nicole
DiFilippo finished in fifth with
a score of 9.600.
The Dukes started the night

BimiANEE
WILGOCKI/
,-t*\inbunng
/•hmntiruphtr
Freshman
Lauren
Caravello
competes on
the parallel
bars Friday
night. She
tied for tint
In the event.

w SENIORS page 18

MEN'S BASKETBALL

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Broyles' shooting
leads Dukes past
ODU Monarchs
Junior scores 27 points, including
seven-for-nine from 3-point range
BY KIIALIL GARRIOTT

PHOTOCOt KTF-SY OF JMl PhKogriphy
The Dukes celebrate at half court following their second win over Old Dominion University at the Convocation Center In three years.

Refusing to lose
Dukes rally from 16 points down to stun ODU
sos
sports editor
After falling behind by as
many as 16 points, JMU rallied
to beat Old
Dominion
University 9H-95 in overtime
Sunday at the Convocation
( 0tttr. The Dukes handed the
Lady Monarchs their first backto-back conference loss since
the l99K92fNNfl
With under six minutes to
play in regulation, JMU found
itself down 72-56. After trimming the ODU lead down to
13, sophomore forward Lynn
IJburd nailed two consecutive
3-pointers and a lay up to nit
BY DRFW WII

the lead to 80-73 and get the
Dukes' comeback rolling.
"The two 3-pointers that
I ynn hit were i
huge," senior I Sunda)
fo r w a r d
oi)l
Shanna Price
said.
"That
was definitely
a momentum
turner in the |
game."
Over the next minute, JMU
cut the lead to live points, but a
3-point play by ODU's Okeisha
Howard pushed the lead back
to eight points.
Senior guard Jess Cichowicz

converted a 3-point play of her
own to reduce the Lady
Monarch lead to 85-80. Then on
their next possession. Price converted on another 3-point play
to cut the lead to two points.
During that stretch, JMU's
defense picked up, allowing it
to make the comeback.
"I think our defensive intensity just picked up because for a
while there, we would get a
stop and then we would miss a
rebound or we wouldn't be in
help-side (defense)," Price said.
"So I think after Lynn hit the
two big 3s, it kind or gave us the
push to be in help-side and just

help each other out on defense."
Interim head coach Kenny
Brooks also felt like liburd's V
pointers sparked the defensive
play. He said, "I think that was
a big key, and then we had a
possession or two where we
pressed and I thought we
picked up our tempo a little bit.
But I thought Lynn's little outburst was tremendous ... I
think that gave us a spark. We
weren't playing tight, but it
didn't feel like we bad as much
energy as we needed. Those
two 3s opened it up for us.'

senior writer
The basket seemed as large as
the ocean. He couldn't miss, no
matter the distance. l>efenders
might as well liave been imaginary. Junior forward Dwayne
Bmyles was in "the BM
Broyles poured in 24 second-half points en route to a
career-high 27 points Saturday,
leading JMU to a 74-66 comeback
victory over
Old
Dominion University at the
Convocation Center Saturday.
"Tonight I was feeling it. I
jusl wanted to keep shooting,'
Broyles nki I felt everything I
shi>t was going in."
Things did not go in favor of
the Dukes in the first half. The
game's opening 20 minutes saw
several ties and lead changes,
with ODU eventually getting
the advantage thanks to balanced contributions from forwards Rasheed Wright and
Ricardo Marsh.
With 13:05 left in the half,
senior guard David Fanning
found himself on the receiving
end of a perfectly-timed alle\
oop pass from junior guard
Chris Williams, throwing down
a thundentus dunk that notched
the score at 12 and got the 4,871sttongConvo faithful on its feet.
"I think the crowd made a
difference in this particular
game,"
coach
Sherman
Dillard said. "The atmosphere was terrific."
With the score tied, Dillard
put his troops in a zone
defense lhat was was effective
in confusing the visiting
Monarchs. The momentum,
however, shifted back and
forth for a few minute-- as each
team tried to establish an
inside game.
ODU used a 7-0 run to go

up 23-16 with MVMI minutes
remaining in the half, thanks
in p.irt to Retting some casv
looks it the basket and finding gaping holes in the Dukes'
2-3 defense. Broyles got in the
act soon after, draining the
first of his seven 3-pointers to
make the score 25-22.
"We kept fighting, it was ■
total team effort " Fanning said
ODU's Marsh Capped an M
Monarch run with a 3-pointer at
2:55 left, givSaturday ing the visitors
their
()l)l
largest lead
of the halt ,il
33-22. Dillard
called a timeout to weather the storm,
and a low-scoring first half
ended with ODU up, 33-24.
"We did a lot of good things
thmughout the course of the
game to be in position [to win],''
ODU coach Blainc Taylor said.
Dillard said, "Early in the
first half, I thought they killed as
pushing us back," citing the ahil
itv of OlHi's inside players to
get good positioning in the lane.
The second half started with
more of the same, as a Bmyles 3pointer, a little more than a
minute in, opened the scoring.
Shortly after, Dillard replaced all
(h c sorters, going with a lineup
of three freshmen alongside redshirt senior guard Charlie Hatter
and senior forward Pat Mitchell.
Broyles said he took it personally when the 1 hikes' starting five
v\ an subbed out.
I took it upon myself to ...
play as haul as 1 could [in the
second half|," Bmyles said.
Another Fanning 3-pointer
with 15:45 left made the score
stv PASSING, page IS

see PRICE, page 18

MEN'S GYMNASITCS

Dukes third in Open
JMU competes without injured captains
BY JANELI.K DIORIO

M\l kl I N \1('( I /WSIiitoinbutinit ptwttntraplu
Freshman Peter Conduragls competes on the pommel horse
Saturday night In the JMU Open. The Dukes finished third.

staff writer
The men's gymnastics team
hosted the JMU Open Saturday,
competing against the United
States Naval Academy and the
College of William & Mary.
W&M won the meet with a team
total of 201.625, followed by
Navy with a 197.525 and JMU in
third with a 1893.
Despite the third place finish,
the Dukes improved their team
score by almost eight points since
their last meet at Army Feb. 1.
Sophomore Brett Wargo was
very proud of how much the
team improved in just one week.

"1 think as a team we went
into the meet with a great attii tude," Wargo
Saturday said. "All in
all, that was
1. W&M
the best per201.650 formance
we've
put
2. Navy
197.525 together this
[ year and I
3. JML
couldn't
be
18"«..300 more pn>ud of
' the team. An
improvement of almost eight
Eints between this meet and
t is incredible."
set DUKES, page 18

I \\ I kIM wii,.. ;V|,*n.„j/*,,
Junior forward Dwayne Broyles goes to the basket as the
Monarchs' Alex Loughton defends. JMU won the game, 74-66.
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DUKES: Improve team score
DUOS,) wj tgeV
The Dukes also had lo OOfDtjxii' without two key players,
junior
co-i.ipt.uns
Jmcti
Wood nick and ]ustin Martin.
who were out with knee injuries.
t Oadl Ko«er Burke said taring
them out WM .i iltoidvvnlau
hut the othflf team members

htvc beat topping up.
Net having Jason and
Justin is certainly a hinderance,
there's no question," Burke
said Hut the other nm .ire
picking up the ilack right now
and we should he able to keep
moving forward."

I re>hm.in Pete Conduragis,
the top finisher in the .ill
around tor the Dukes, was fifth
with a personal best of 47.25.
He was also second on still
rings with an 8.85.
"I was very happy with
iiiv overall performance,"
Conduragis said. "I had a few
problems but I kept my fociM
throughout the meet to finish
with my overall best"
Freshman Scott FUnn placed
seventh all-around with a 43575
and was ninth on both parallel
Kirs and the horizontal bar with
a 7.85 and a 6.85, respectively.

I linn also tied for ninth on flow
with
sophomore
Jeremy
Etzkom, with an 8575.
The sole senior, Josh
Goodwin, placed fifth on pommel horM- <7»5). seventh on the
horizontal bar (735) and 10th on
still rings with a score of 8.2.
Wargo finished third on the
horiz*mtal bar with a 7.95 and
10th on parallel bars with a 7.775.
W&M's Jamie Northrup won
the meet with a 50.85.
The Dukes are on a break
until March 2, when they will
\isit the Tribe. Their next home
meet is March 16 at 3 pm

FANNING: Slams home win
/ t\\/.Vf;.'M»n«V'' '<
39-30, but ODU guard Isaiah
Hunter silenced the crowd with a
long-distance sht>t of his own on
the ensuing possession, putting
the Monarchs up by 12 — their
largest lead of the contest.
[Wn Bnytai Vpointi'is. sindwiched anmnd a layup by senior
forward lanC .ivkilf,cuttheODU
lead to six with 11:32 remaining.
On the very next play, Williams
stole the Kill and took it the
length of the court to shrink the
lead to four. Caskill then converted on a layup to make it a two
point game. But as was the story
in the first half, ODU was able 11
answer, as Wright hit a 3-pointer
(0 extend the lead b 52-46 with a
little over nine minutes to go.
That's when Broyles took
over Die co-captain hit the last of
three consecutive 3-pointers to
1 .ip .1 4-2 JMU. He made his first
six 3-pointepi of the half as his

team enjoyed its first lead since
the opening minutes.
"We had three different kids
that tried to guard [Brovles],"
Taylor said. "He really got a hot
hand ... once he got going, he
became a k>ad to guard."
Fanning said, "I think Dwayne
really came through tonight and
hit some big-time shots. It's
always a relief when you get some
help on the scoring end."
Caskill pushed the k>ad to 7266 with 115 seconds to go, making two free throws before
1 .inning ended the game 111 sr\ le.
giving himself an alley oop off the
backboard and slamming it home
.1-- the buzzer sounded. JMU
ended the game on an 8-2 run
that gave the Dukes their largest
lead of the night. At the ptstgame conference, Taylor questioned the necessity of Farming's
game-ending dunk, saying, "I'd
like to think that David is maybe

not aw are of how that could have
been perceived."
Fanning responded by saying
it v\ as simplv an appropriate ending to a game the Dukes desperately needed to win.
It w,is an exclamation point,"
Fanning said. "They can perceive
it how they want to perceive it."
Dillard said, "For all intents
and purposes, the game was over.
You're talking about kids that are
emotionally charged."
In the end, the combination of
Broyles and Fanning was too
much for ODU, as the two finished with 27 points apiece
Caskill recorded his fourth double-double of the season with 10
points and 11 rebounds in just 24
minutes of action.
JMU improved to 9-13 (5-7,
Colonial Athletic Association)
with the win. The Dukes travel to
take on the University of
IX'laware Thursday

SENIORS: End career on high note
Si \IORS,frompagf17
on the vault, the only event JMU
did not take first place in
Sophomore Amanda Beltz and
Caravello both scored a 9.625,
tving them for fifth place. W&M
took the top fcmr spots, with the
Tribe's less Paterson taking first
with a MKOO. I'aterson's score
also set a Godwin Hall record.
The previous record was a 9.700,
held bv five gymnasts. W&M's
Fitzgerald added to the Dukes'
list of hrM place finishes, winning the all-around with a score
of 38.200. DiOrio took second
with a score of 38.175

Senior Lauren Shear finished
her final home meet tied for
ninth in the all-around. Shear
scored a 9.7 on the beam and a
9.6 on the floOC
The Dukes' other senior,
Fmily McNabb, placed 13th in
the all-around with a 9.125 on
the bars and an 8.5 on the beam.
JMU's final score was also the
team's best score this season.
"We improved our overall
MOM by almost four points,
which is huge," Shear said
As for the seniors, it was an
emotional night
"It's
really
weird,"

DiOrio said. "I've been doing
gymnastics for 16 years now
and afler this (year) it's going
to be over"
Cam Elder agreed that it was
a good ending. She said, "It's
really exciting to be here for four
years and have it end really well.
I think we had a really good
meet this year. When it's over
(her career), it's something to
look back on."
JMU's next competition
comes Feb. 16 when JMU travels
to Towson, Md. to compete in
the 18th Annual Towson
University Invitational

PRICE: Scores career
high in monumental win
PRICE, from page V
With 8.6 seconds left in the
MOOnd half, Howard missed
two free throws that could have
put the game almost out of
reach. Price made ODU pay
with a layup 7.6 seconds left to
tie the game at 85-85. Howard
had a chance to win the game,
but missed a shot at the buzzer.
In overtime, JMU jumped
out to a 45-91 lead, but ODU
battled back to tie the game.
With 527 seconds left, senior
forward Nadine Morgan hit the
one of two free throws to put
JMU back in front 96-95.
The Dukes had a chance to
increase the lead, but Uburd
missed a contested layup, giving the ball back to Ol >U
After a timeout with 7.1 seconds left, Monique Coker fumbled a pass that rolled out of
bounds as she cut to the basket,
giving the ball back to JMU.
Cichowicz was fouled with 2.1
seconds left and nailed both free
throws to ice the gameHoward threw a half-court
prayer at the buzzer, but it fell
short, giving the Dukes their
second victory over the Lady
Monarchs in three years.
JMU played ODU close in
the opening minutes of the first
half, but fell behind. The Dukes
managed to cut the lead to 3934 at the half before letting
ODU rebuild its lead to open
the second half.
"It just felt like at the start of
the second half, whatever we did,
they'd score as well," Cichowicz
Mid "We kept making good
plays, but it felt like we were
going nowhere, which we really
weren't But after she hits those
two 3s and gets us close to them,
it gives a confidence booster and
helped us know we could do it."
Price said, "I think the whole
time we were down, coach
Brooks kept telling us 'believe,
believe.' And that it was going
to be a special night. Just him
motivating us and just the
encouragement that he gave us
kept us confident and from
dropping our heads"
Brooks praised his team for
keeping its energy after making
the run.

Come Down For s0f>)

Huge Sandwich Menu
Vegetarian Dishes
Pizza
Crablegs and Shrimp
Hotdogs
Wings- 25< each Mon&Thurs

uesday. Feb. I I th

Salads

L

Pastas
Steaks
Homemade Soups

fa*

IAITV-

— Shanna Price
senior forward

95
"I thought they did a
tremendous job," Brooks said.
"A lot of rimes you see a lot of
teams expend a lot of energy
making the comeback and they
don't have enough in the tank to
finish it off,"
However, Brooks said he did
notice for a while his team looked
emobonally tired after last week's
events surrounding the departure
of former coach Bud Childers and
the 68-58 win over George Mason
University Thursday.
"Yeah, I sensed it. I talked
with the assistant coaches about
it briefly during a timeout situation, but I never let them (the
players) know it," Brooks said.
"1 never even let it get brought
up because I didn't want them
to put that in their heads. But I
thought we did look a little
emotionally drained after a
while. We made a couple of
mental mistakes that we normally don't make."
Following
the
game,
Cichowicz said she was proud
of her teammates after the
comeback effort.
"I was so proud of our team
tonight," Cichowicz said. "We
could have given up. It's ODU,
they're first in the conference,
they have such a great record in
the conference and they had us
down 16 points and we could
have just given up and taken a
loss. But we fought back hard."
ODU entered the game
Sunday coming off a 67-56 loss
to Virginia Commonwealth
University Thursday, its first
conference loss since JMU
topped Old Dominion during
the 2000-'01 season.

web Pare/
and NOT
just
online

London
$242
Paris
$264
Amsterdam....$277
Madrid
$312
Sydney
$1614

Fare Is toufxttrip from weehtofton DC. Subject to change and availability. Tax
not included. Reatrictton* and blackout! apply

Only Raw Bar In Harrisonbur*
Caurtng Available
Smfcy Bnrert I

I think the whole time
we were down, coach
Brooks kept telling us
'believe, believe.'

STOT

rEainment
mmy "O"
Thursday, Feb. 13th
CoryTinkham
Friday, Feb. 14th
Boogie Hawg
Saturday, Feb. 15th
Cider

-6i-

3 DJII.

(800) 554.7547

»WW>ur St rtarrixmbuni
D*wWMk.llam-2am

433-9674

SEAFOOD BAR

&

The Lady Monarchs hadn't
lost back-to-back Colonial
Athletic Association games since
they lost three straight during
the 1W-'U2 season Sunday's
win is only the ninth CAA loss
for ODU iii the last 12 seasons.
"It just says to us that we're
human and we've made mistakes
that we can correct," ODU coach
Wendy Lan-y said. "We'll probably have the oppiirtunity to see a
number of these teams again."
ODU's Shareese Grant said
their loss to VCU might have
given JMU confidence.
"I think JMU got a little bit
motivated after they found
out about our loss against
VCU and decided to come
out and play us a little harder," Grant said.
The Dukes had three former players in attendance
from the 2001-'02 team that
beat ODU almost two years
ago to the day: senior Lindsay
Warner, Allyson Keener('02)
md Katie Hardbarger ('02).
Hardbarger, who helped with
the radki broadcast on WSVA 550,
said it was hard to watch from the
stands, but was proud of the team.
Hardbarger said, "To go
through an emotional week
like this and to play their butts
off, it's wonderful.
"|ODU has] been asking for
this in the league and every
game has been a close contest.
But tonight, they brought their
'A' game and the Dukes still
came out on top. You can't ask
for a better win than this.
(ODU's) Okeisha Howard
played a phenomenal game, but
Shanna Price played that much
better," Hardbarger said.
Price finished with a careerhigh 34 points. Morgan bed her
career high with 23 points and
added 12 points. Cichowicz
added 18 points and 10 assists.
Uburd came off the bench to
score 11 points.
Howard tied her careerhigh of 28 points and Grant
added 18 points.
The Dukes, now 12-8 and 7-4
in the CAA, have now won 10
consecutive home games. JMU
will travel to the College of
William & Marv Thursday.

www.stadravel.com
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THE NEW

H

Scats five, has 53 cubic
feet of cargo space, and
is available with 180 hp
and a 6-speed manual
shift. Even evolution
can't fully explain it.
MB TOW» MOTOR wausA.ie mouur
no n wn iws wo to* wu -w iat»s
OBJIW, wowo m MU re DEUXB M
mu. UBBR onus ■ msomo mum
ecunen KW.xnBii*uwrm

MONDAY, FEB.

2003 • 2004 Townhou.se
4 Bedroom, Great |(H.JIIOII
Close to JMU. convcmcni
lo itorcv rcttjuniniv MC

Man> turn. MOTHS)
*240 per hedroom Call for
more information. 4.W8423.
Faallng Cram pad? Compare ou
spacious houses, duplexes and
apartments. See photos, prices
and current availability for 2003
2004 at w**.cMb{)rof»ttycorr\.

CHECK THESE OUT!
U5N.H»|fc.|0-i2laige
rooms. Available July or August
2003. S2$0Vperson.
11U-D R««rvolr4 bedrooms College Station

Available fr-01'03. Fumiihed.
WD. D/W. G/D. $9O07mo.
Call 828-0464 lodav!

WE HAVE
PROPERTY AT:
WESTPORT VILLAGE
HUNTERS RIDGE
DEVON LANE

FOR SALE

Fraternities • Sororities

VW Cabrlo 1997 • CO. AM/fM.
po**r IOCKS 'steering, new belts
an<| spark plugs good condition.
(9.SOO. Call Devon. 4384902.

Clubs • Student Groups

SatMrtof Sound Ceetom Bewafcer
Bos - 10' Jeep Wrangler 9743. 2
10" JL audio subwoofers. Call
574-1127

EAST* WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET

2000 Honda CBRftOO .
$5,000. o.b.o. Call 271 1089
http://cob.|mu edu/bele

1-2-3-4 OR 5 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
2-3-4 BEDROOM
HOUSES
ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU!
NO BUS RIDE'

Paad raaag dam are filing qakfcly.
n gel uflfi ihc program! Ii MM!*

Basin » Major Needed - to wort.
ndays and Saturdays for office
and outside duties. Must be
available for full time In summer.
Located in city end could lead to
ft#*me employment on graduation
Good telephone and computer
skills a must 433-1234

Chat - Faamiary 24 Farawal Concert
Tkketa . Si. available. Floor row
29. Roanohe Civic Center. $110
each. Call 433 0242. leave
message

Buy a Valentine
Classified ad!

Naga Head - Student summer
rentals. Call 252-255 6328 or
staomnrtatry.com.
Ataaaat New - large 1 bedroom
apertments. W/O. available
8/17/03. 1410 $440. 4J31569

2 BEDROOM COMNNi
AVAILABLE AT
HUNTER'S RIDGE
Available summer or fall of 2003
Please call 540-879-9799.
evenings; or leave a menage
at 540-879-2463
— - 3 bedrooms. A/C.
DSL. W/0. 1 block from campus,
year lease. 1825. August. Call

mom.

Seven ■edreom House S^sn
person. 2 krichens. 2 bath*. Cell

t M nog

"Student Friendly"
Rentals
3 and 4 bedroom homes on W Wiier
and I- t-imhrth Great location and
cool place lo live! Available 6/01/03
Peu and unofcen welcome!
879-9947. leave meuage

Mountain View
Townhouses
1106 - 3 bedrooms, deck,
available Aug. $750
1103 - 3 bedrooms. 2 1/2
baths, deck, basement available
AU&S825

University Place
3 bedrooms. 2 baths, deck
Available lune. JP60
Call 433-2221

Kline-Rlner Rentals

56&4I27

Mt Vie* Off,. TH 5 t>e*ooma.
furnished. Ethernet, groups of 5
preferred. $230/month. l year
lease (8/03 8/04). 70*4505008.

1BBB Teyeta Canry - 4 door,
power doors, locks. 10 disc CD.
keyless entry, great condition.
S5.00O. Can 437 5508.

Hew Large 1 ■edreow ApfctinowU •
all appliances, available August,
$450 433-1569.

3 or 4 Bedroom House
Good neighhorliocHl pJoM i,.
campus. Wnihcr/dryer included.
June '03 • June '04 lease.
S250/person Call 4334380.
day; or 432-1584. evening
S. MMOn Street - 4 bedroom}. 2
baths, appliances. 12 month lease.
Available June 1 Call 434-3790.
large 1 ■ edroom Apaflm.nl.
good location, available July 1.
$370 Call 4331569.
2 Bedroom Townhouses - 2 blocks.
W/0. available 7/01/03. S535
Call 433-1569
« »awi T»» *eaaa- 2 1/2 baths,
appliances. Madison Manor, pool,
tennis. Avadatte Aug. L 434-3790.
Hunter's Basaja - Large 2 bedroom.
2 bath suite, all appliances
including stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal, microwave,
washer and dryer. Furnished, within
1/2 mile of JMU. on bua line. Quiet
area m back of complex Available
8/3/03. S640/mo. For details call
1800-842-2227
or
e-mail
SflydenSOCHhentel net

ACAC la Seeking Committed
Sammer Camp Ceuneetera • for
June 2 August 23. Counselors
can earn from 16 50 $9.00/hour,
depending on experience. If you
are creative, exciting and
onergued. then ACAC haa an
opportunity for you Fuh-trme with
benefitsl For more information
please call Aoam. 4348171747.

r

Tkee and Rim. For SaUl , Super
Swamper
TSL'SX
tires,
30X11.50X15 70% tread Five AR
767 wh««is 15x8. lew tires and
nms. Call 574-1127

ltte Toyota 4-Runner - loaded,
brush and gnu guard, leainer.
sunroof, muni CO changer. 119.000
miles, one owner. $10,900. Call
574-2321

HELP WANTED

Eipreaa Vowr Love • in The Bntmt*
valentine ads' Don t miss out on
> say "t Love You'"
Can 568*127 lor more information.
Hugs, Hisses, and Valentine
Wishes! Send a Valentine through
The Breeze. Remember to be
creatrve! 5886127

Sigma Alpha Lambda
.. 355
leadership and honors organization
•s seeking motivated students to
begin a chapter on carnpue. 3.0 OF*,
recsared Contact rtoe>sa*onor».org

Heartt. Bo.ee. Handmade PaM,
Vetentksee • Gift A Thrift, 227 N.
Main

•canner/MPJ Player Epson
120OU USB scanner. 160: Hip Z.p
MP3 player. 240 MB. $110. Call
Kurt. 5686952 (days).

568-6127

Bartender Trainees Needed •
$260/day potential. Local positions
lfl00-2933985.en. 215

IMae OS 9.9 - 160 MB Quicken.
ApptewonXs, Encyclopadle. Adobe
Page. S375. Call 8794)947.
1997 Jeep Wrangler - 6 cyl.,
manual. A/C. green/tan, 52.000
Can 574-1127.

E-mail youi ad to
the hrciveW1 jmu.edu
or give us a call!

S1.S00 Weekly Peeewtiel -mailing
our circulars. Free Information. Call
2036830202

438-8800
2 Story I Bedroom House Available 8/1/03 Two miles from
JMU Large backyard. 2 full baths.
1.5 kitchens, common room, pars 2
additional rooms. Off-street parking.
$290/room per month plus
utilities. Deposit required Perfect
for small groups. Call 4374193 for
en appointment

S3.00 for the lirst 10 words
5200 for each additional 10
words. Valentine ads will be
published Feb 13
Badline Tues. Feb. II at noon

Contact tantpuil-undriiwr

«*•$»■«» ■32M ar«M
"•" 'nmpmtunJmurr.com

Dend.inc:'lwcs Hch II ai iioon
E Ilia hath Street • 5 bedrooms,
porches, hardwood floors, Ethernet.
a* appliances. Call 500-3068.

Send a
Valentine
Classified Ad
to your
Sweetheart!

ham SUMO-$2,000 ttm
tcmcMci with u proven
(amrnisFundraiscr 3 hour
fund raising event
l>er programs make fund
raiting MIS »lih no rUki.

Velewtlne Meaaagaa • Place an ad
m The Breore s popular Valentine's
classified section. Can 5684127.

MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-M'S
OLD SOUTH HIGH

10. 20031 THE BRKF./.I: 119

■ Apply at Jesa
Lunch. Must be available to work
lunches. Freihmen. Sophomoras,
and Airuora preferrtd.

The College Handbell Chler - at
Aaoury United Methodist Is looKmg
'or ringers. Practices are every
Sunday. 3:30 p.m. ■ 4:30 p.m.
Please come'

SERVICES
Mathematics Statistic a Tutor

:j

Act Now! Last chanoa to guarantee
the beat spring break prtces to all
destinations Raps needed...travel
free, earn |g$ Group discounts
for «♦. Call 60O83M203
<rvww.ieisuretoura.com
91 Spring Break Vacations!
Cencun. Jamaica. Bahamas, and
Fionoa Best parties, beat hotels,
best pneesi Space is limited! Hurry
up and Book now! 1-800-234.7007
www. andWasaummertouraxom

TAX PREPARATION

Currently accepting
applications for
Conference Asst. Positions!

Local, Ah*nrdablc. Professional
20* Utaount (ur JMl studeMs
IO4O'iilaningslS25O0

Mug) he able to work
5 12/03 ■ s 15 03
Pick up application packet at
livwfc &. Conference*. Taylor 233
Dtadl.Bc: 2/21 AM

tJttachasa.com
UMMHMUH

r-mail Joyce Lee at
!ccj*<i jmu.edu tor more details.

I HOO-5.1J.550I

CRUISE
$279!

SPRING BREAK 03
"ee Meals in lamaicar
cuarameedlomrest Prices!

Ceiebrtty Spring Brealt • Drought to
you b> StudentCrty com! Book now.
save up to S100 on all
International tnps. Party like a rock
star with MAXIM magetine and
Jac*asss Steve-O. For details can
1800-293-1445.
or email
aalea9atbdentcity.com, or book
online at www. •fudenfcny.com.

Hurrv Ollrrr lulls Soon!

NOTICE

Better Butineu Bureau, lnc

SPR IRQ
BRE flK!

«ww?a>rTag ire^VrVe vei'. c i*

Call for an appninlmenl loday'
879.J2ll.Msr) Helmut'

hor more informs! ion sad asHsuocc
rcpnliog Ihc imoipiion d financing
ouwnc^ cvrfdunilici, conucl *e

IJ00.44*\4f4°
www.mtrsjva4.iora)

Fine Arts and Craft a for Year
Valentine - made by Shenandoah
Valley artists. Unique jewelry,
pottery, glass, ornaments, and
much more OASIS Gallery, 103 S.
Main Street m downtown
Harnsonburg. Monday, Thursday ■
Saturday, 1000 am. 500 pm and
Sunday 12:00 p m 500 p.m.

TRAVEL/STUDY
FRASCE | ITALY
May 12-30,2003
3 credits
A lew spaces still available

,-,„ tor CiirrBiii Sli«ci»ls

EARN $5,000!!!

mumnuma.
un CAIM, cc rtiir

Sun Splash Tours
1.800.426.77.0
wwwsunsplashtours.com

l-a00-67a-6386

Parts, Chartres, Chateam,
Riviera, Pisa. Florence,
Venice. Rome
Contact:
Dr. Mario Hamlet-Met/
Kce/ell 421.

568-6069

h.unle.m.Yfljmu,.,...)

$250 a day potential. Local
positions Can 1 8002933985
ext. 613.
»«•' «• R«<1. Vloleti *fe Blue
Send a valentine ad. that s written
from you! $3 00 for trie first 10
words. $2.00 for each additional
10 words Valentine ads will be
published on Thursday. February 13
56*6127

Its Qettln' Hot In Here! Send a
hot little note to your Valentine
$3.00 for the firat 10 words. $2.00
for each additional 10 words
valentine ads will be published on
Thursday. February 13. 5888127.

tkydlvet One day first Tandem
skydues from 2 1/2 miles up!
22 jumper aircraft. JMU student
discounts' Call 1-8773483759
(877-OIVESKV)
www. Bkydiveorange. com

Coamlc Bowl for Kldtt >< i■- . " .
22. valley Lanes. 9 a m. 3 pm to
benefit Big Brothers Big Sisters.
Please call 433 8886 or email
be|b>oa>tca.net to regiater a team

What's Cheaper Than a Ooien
reaeee and More Meaningful? Your
Valentine printed fight here! Hurry,
deadline is Tues. Feb 11 at noon!
Call 56*6127

Hugs, Kisses, and Valentine Wishes!
Send a Valentine classified ad to your sweetheart! Don't miss out on this fun way
to tell someone (friend, roommate, pet, etc.) how special they really are!
Deadline: Tuesday, February 11 at noon. Call 568-6127 for more information.
Charlottesville's Favorite Restaurant
Now in Harrisonburg

Yo*r acf h«r«
Br««?« ifatylng

Buy one entree
and two soft drinks
get the second entree

HALF PRICE

fcLCai M jl
i^mixwm
Call 540-442-8550

12713/03

Now Hiring *
Ads Manager-resumes due Feb.10

Ad Executives-resumes due Feb. 14

Ad Designers-resumes due Feb. 14 ^-

„ HEfBREEZE
Questions? Contact Gail Chapolini at 568-6127

TUESDAYS
^—^—J Every Tucsdav
tnnHu/irh
Tuesday RT's Feature*
Features na sandwich
For $2 all day
This Week's $2 sandwich is:

The Homemade Chicken Salad Sandwich
120 University Blvd.
I (Across from IHOP)
I Open 11-9
I Monday - Saturday
Dine In or Carry Out

(540) 438-0080

201 THE

BREEZE I MONDAY, FEB.

10, 2003

OS GUINNESS
HEALTH PASSPORT EVENT
Thursday. February 13
8pm College Center Ballroom

WHO'S OS GUINNESS?
The kind of guy who answers questions like..
T

JriOW do we unriddle tha mystery of life,
and make the most of
3r Kf
It?

\
&

What
does it mean
jnean to tmcLqurseives
find.qurselyes
v lictu aoes

.guests on a tiny, spinning blue ball
in a vast universe?
v
Is pur^ense
of individual uniqueness
backed by a_guarantee,
^ ^
or are we only dust in the wind?...

THIS TALK IS FOR THOSE
WHO ARE ASKING ENDURING QUESTIO
JESTIONS LIKE THESE.

OT PUT TO
(6l

during World
War II,
Os Guinnes
was forced out
by the Communists in 1951.
He studied at the University of London
and received his D.Phil from the
University of Oxford. He has written
and edited more than 20 books.

"
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»RI!I

I ■■ ! •
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" All LECTURF
"A World Safe for Diversity:
Living With Our Deepest Differences
in an Age of Diversity"
i

Thursday, February 13, 2003
4-5 p.m.
Highlands Room, College (.enter
HI JM

miowsHip

